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GEOLOGY AND GROUND-WATER RESOURCES OF 
THE BRISTOL-PLAINVILLE-SOUTHINGTON 

AREA, CONNECTICUT 

By A. M. LA SALA, JR. 

ABSTRACT 

The Bristol-Plainville-Southington area straddles the boundary between the 
New England Upland and the Connecticut Valley Lowland secticns of the New 
England physiographic province. The western parts of Bristol ar1 Southington 
lie in the New England Upland section, an area of rugged topography underlain 
by metamorphic rocks of Palezoic age. The eastern part of the area, to the east 
of a prominent scarp marking the limit of the metamorphic rocks, is in the 
Connecticut Valley Lowland and is underlain by sedimentary reeks and inter
bedded basaltic lava flows of Triassic age. The lowland is characterized for the 
most part by broad valleys and low intervening linear hills, but in the eastern 
parts of Plainville and Southington, basaltic rocks form a rugged 1 ighland. The 
bedrock is largely mantled by glacial deposits of Wisconsin age. On hills the 
glacial deposits are mainly ground moraine, and in valleys mainly stratified. 

The metamorphic rocks comprise the Hartland Formation, Bristol Granite 
Gneiss of Gregory (1006), and Prospect Gneiss. These formations contain water 
in fractures, principally joints occurring in regular sets. The rocks generally 
yield supplies of 5 to 15 gpm (gallons per minute) to drilled "~~us averaging 
about 140 feet in depth. 

The rocks of Triassic age in the area are the New Haven ~ .rkose, Talcott 
Basalt, Shuttle Meadow Formation, Holyoke Basalt, and East Berlin Formation. 
The formations contain water principally in joints and other fractures and, to a 
lesser extent, in bedding-plane openings and pore spaces. DriU~d wells pene
trating these rocks generally range from 100 to 200 feet in depth and yield an 
average of nearly 20 gpm. The maximum yield obtained from l'. well in these 
rocks is 180 gpm. 

The ground moraine of Pleistocene age is composed principall~ of till. The 
deposit averages about 24 feet in thickness, and wells penetrating it average 
about 16 feet in depth. The ground moraine yields small supplier of water suit
able for household use when tapped by shallow large-diameter W<:\lls. 

The stratified glacial deposits, which are as much as 300 feet thick, comprise 
ice-contact and proglacial deposits and deposits of generally obscure origin 
termed "undifferentiated stratified deposits." The ice-contact an-1. undifferenti
ated stratified deposits, some of which underlie proglacial depos~ts, are coarse 
grained and contain gravel beds from which supplies of as mucl as 1,400 gpm 
can be obtained. The proglacial deposits are, on the whole, finer grained than 
the other stratified deposits, but in places they allow development of wells pro
ducing as much as 500 gpm. However, the stratified glacial depo~·lts throughout 
much of the Bristol-Plainville-Southington area are fine graine~ and provide 
only small supplies. 

1 
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The three main areas of deposition of stratified glacial deposits are the New 
England Upland in the Pequabuck River valley, the V'alley of Copper :Hine Brook 
and Eightmile River, and the Quinnipiac-Pequabuck lowland. Tl:'~ deposits 
in the New England Upland section consist principally of ice-contact deposits. 
Near the Pequabuck River the deposits are sufficiently coarse and have enough 
saturated thickness to produce large quantities of water. 

The deposits in the valley of Copper Mine Brook and Eightmile River are 
principally ice-contact deposits interspersed with extensive undi:r:erentiated 
deposits in the northern part of Bristol in the vicinity of Copper Mine Brook. 
The undifferentiated deposits provide yields of as much as 1,400 gpm, The ice
contact deposits become progressively finer grained southward. In F~istol they 
can support withdrawals of a few hundred gallons per minute, but to the south 
in Southington they have poorer water-bearing properties. 

The thickest and most extensive group of stratified glacial deposits lies in the 
Quinnipiac-Pequabuck lowland in Plainville and Southington. The ice-contact 
deposits there will yield as much as 1,000 gpm from wells and the proglacial 
deposits as much as 500 gpm. 

Pumping tests and specific-capacity data for the more productive Sl'l;>ply wells 
and test wells penetrating stratified deposits indicate that transmissibility gen
erally ranges from 5,000 to 100,000 gpd per ft (gallons per day per foot). 

Ground water is generally under water-table conditions, though artesian con
ditions occur locally. The water table is generally within 20 feet of the surface 
except beneath well-drained terraces underlain by stratified deposit;,, where it 
is deeper. Water levels flucill!ate seasonally; they reach their higl~st stages 
in early spring and their lowest in early fall. 

Precipitation in the area averages 49 inches per year. About 2f inches of 
water per year is discharged by evapotranspiration. The remainder of the pre
cipitation, about 26 inches, is discharged mainly through the Pequabuck and 
Quinnipiac Rivers. Seepage of ground water into river channels proV"ides about 
11% inches of the average annual stream runoff from the area. Thus, ground
water recharge is at least 11% inches, or 15 billion gallons per year. 

The chemical quality of the ground water is generally good. Diss(]lved solids 
range from 38 to 280 ppm (parts per million) and hardness from 14 to 167 ppm 
in samples analyzed. Iron is generally less than 0.3 ppm. 

Total ground-water pumpage in 1958 was about 1.7 billion galloJJs. Public
supply systems pumped about 1.15 billion gallons and industrial :tlrmr about 275 
million gallons. It is estimated that another 250 to 300 million g~llons was 
pumped from private domestic wells. 

INTRODUCTION 

LOCATION OF THE AREA 

Bristol, Plainville, and Southington are three adjoining towns in 
west-central Connecticut. They constitute an irregular ·area of 72.9 
square miles in the southwestern part of Hartford County. The cen
ter of the area is about 13 miles southwest of Hartford and 23 miles 
north of New Haven (fig. 1). Except for a small part of the southern 
boundary of Southington that follows the Quinnipiac River, the towns 
were laid out without regard to natural features. Southington, which 
occupies the southern part of the area, is the largest town, l'':'ing 36.2 
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FIGURE 1.-Index map showing the Bristol-Plainville-Southington are1. and status of 
ground-water investigations in Connecticut. 

square miles in area. Bristol forms a large askew sc·~Iare of 27.1 
square miles that overbalances the area to the northwest. Plainville, 
in the northeastern part of the area, occupies only 9.6 squ2.re miles. 

PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THE INVESTIGATION 

The investigation of the ground-water resources of the towns of 
Bristol, Plainville, and Southington is part of a general program 
begtm in 1939 to evaluate the ground-water resources of Connecticut. 
The program is conducted by the U.S. Geological Survey in coopera
tion with the Connecticut Water Resources Commission, and individual 
projects include adjoining towns that generally have s~.milarities in 
geologic environment and ground-water occurrence. Areas where 
ground-water investigations are now in progress or have been com
pleted are shown on figure 1. 

A growing need exists for information on the ground-water 
resources of the area. Present trends point to an incr13asing use of 
ground water, which results from both a rising per capita use and an 
expanding population. Additional water supplies for the three pub
lic water-supply systems that serve the towns will pr0bably come 
mostly from ground-water sources, because the better sitos for surface 
reservoirs have already been developed. The latest supplies devel-
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oped are from wells. Much ground water and surface wat~r is also 
withdrawn from the area for use in the industrial city of New Britain, 
which adjoins Plainville on the east (fig. 1). It is possible that New 
Britain also will search for additional ground-water supplies in the 
area. Considerable ground water is used presently for dom~stic and 
industrial supplies. The number of domestic wells probr.bly will 
increase as more new houses are built in the outlying sectio•1s of the 
towns. More large industrial supplies probably will be nee-led also. 

The report is designed to supply information on the oc~urrence, 
availability, and quality of ground water, and on the yields of wells. 
Included are descriptions of the extent, thickness, and charac~er of the 
water-yielding formations. The movement of ground water in the 
area and the recharge and discharge of ground water also are 
described. 

METHODS OF INVESTIGATION 

Fieldwork, which was conducted from April to Noven1ber 1956, 
consisted primarily of geologic mapping and the collection of data on 
wells. The surficial geology of the Southington quadrangle was 
mapped in detail (La Sala, 1961) in coordination with surficial map
ping done for other projects of the U.S. Geological Survey in the New 
Britain and Bristol quadrangles ( Si1npson, 1959 and 1961) and the 
Meriden quadrangle (Hanshaw, 1962). These four quadrangles in
clude the towns of Bristol, Plainville, and Southington. ThE' surficial 
geologic contacts shown on plate 1 were generalized from pa1~s of the 
detailed surficial geologic maps of these quadrangles (pl. 1, inset). 
Fritts (1962) mapped the Triassic and pre-Triassic rocks in the 
Southington quadrangle and provided data on some wells dong the 
contact. The contacts on plate 1 between the Hartland Formation 
and the Bristol Granite Gneiss of Gregory (1906) and between the 
New Haven Arkose and the middle part of the Newark Group are 
those of Rodgers and others ( 1956) . 

Well data were collected frmn well owners, drillers, and other 
interested parties. Locations of wells were plotted by inspection on 
7.5-minute topographic quadrangle maps. However, the sites of some 
wells and test borings could not be located in the field because the 
casings had been pulled shortly after drilling and traces of the wells 
were obliterated; furthermore, some well sites were inacc€,ssible or 
were altered by the works of man, which made identification unsure. 
Reported locations for such wells on plate 1 are generally accurate, 
however. 

Data on many wells and borings were available only from the 
memories of the drillers or owners. Nevertheless, the recoris of the 
wells published here (table 3) are believed to be reliable. 'Yherever 
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possible the depths of wells and static water levels wr,re measured. 
However, access could not be gained to most drilled and driven wells 
because they were tightly capped and buried beneath ground level. 
Most dug wells were accessible for measurements. 

Logs of wells and borings were obtained wherever possible. Se
lected logs are given in table 4. In general, detailed logs were avail
able for wells drilled by industries and public water-srpply organi
zations and for test borings of the State Highway Department. For 
n1.ost other wells, no logs or only generalized logs wer~ obtainable. 

Water levels were 1neasured periodically in six wells to determine 
the general trends of the water table (fig. 3). Cherrical analyses 
were n1ade by the U.S. Geological Survey on samples of water col
lected from nine wells that penetrated different types of ~ater-bearing 
formations (table 6). Such chemical data as was available from 
private sources was obtained during the course of the work. 

WELL-NUMBERING AND LOCATION SYSTEr~s 

Wells are numbered consecutively within each town in the order 
in which they were recorded. The town in which the well is located 
is designated by a letter sy1nbol as follows: Bs, Bristol; Pv, Plain
ville; and S, Southington. Thus, well Bs 1 is in Bristol and was the 
first well recorded in the inventory in that town. A similar but sepa
rate syst.en1. of numbering is used for springs. In the text, springs 
are indicated by the symbol "sp" following the number, such as Bs 
4sp. The locations of selected wells and springs are plotted on plate 1 
but are indicated by number only. The letter sy1nbols are mnitted 
because the town names and boundaries are shown on th~ 1nap. Rec
ords of all wells shown are available in the files of the Middletown 
subdistrict office of the Grom1d Water Branch of tl'o, Geological 
Survey. 

As an aiel in finding the wells on the map, locations are given in 
the report aeeording to a unifonn grid in use for most of the New 
England states by the Ground Water Branch. The basic divisions of 
the grid are 7.5-minute quadrangles, which are designated by letters 
and numbers. The letters are assigned in alphabetical order starting 
frmn the west, and the numbers are -assigned in increasin,g order start
ing frmn the south. The Bristol, Southington, New Britain, and 
Meriden quadrangles thus are designated G6, G5, H6, ard. H5, respec
tively. Each 7.5-minute quadrangle is divided into nine quadrangles 
of 2.5 minutes each, which are numbered aeross starting with the 
upper left hand quadrangle. The 2.5-Ininute quadranghs are divided 
similarly into nine quadrangles of 50 seconds each, which are given 
letter designations. Plate 1 shows the location system by 1neans of 
an inset 1nap and provides a referenee grid for use in l0eating wells. 
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PREVIOUS GROUND-WATER INVESTIGATIONS 

The first systematic study of the ground-water resources of Connect
icut was begun in 1903 under a program directed by H. E. Gregory 
for the U.S. Geological Survey (Gregory 1909) . The report dealt 
with the broad funda1nental problems relating to Connecticut, but it 
was little concerned with particular ground-water conditions affecting 
specific areas of the State. 

In 1911 a cooperative agreement was made between the U.S. Geologi
cal Survey and the Connecticut Geological and Natural History Sur
vey for the purpose of investigating the availability of ground water 
for municipal and private use. One of the reports (PalmEr, 1921) 
resulting from these investigations described briefly the occurro,nce and 
availability of ground water in the towns of Bristol, Plainville, and 
Southington. 

The State Water Commission (now Water Resources Cmnm.) spon
sored an investigation of the ground-water resources of Connecticut 
by the Works Progress Administration between 1934 and 1939. A 
small num~ber of well records, relating to Bristol, Plainv]le, and 
Southington now on file at the Middletown subdistrict office of the 
Grotmd Water Branch, were collected from drilling contractors. 
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GEOGRAPHY 

TOPOGRAPHY AND DRAINAGJ1 

The Bristol-Plainville-Southington area is divided between the New 
England Upland and the Connecticut Valley Lowland sections of the 
New England physiographic province (Fenneman, 193-:-:, p. 358, 368, 
373-376). The two sections are separated by a scarp that parallels the 
west border of Southington and extends fron1 the vicinity of Marion 
to Lake Compounce and northward into Bristol. The Ecarp approxi
Inately follows the contact of meta1norphic rocks of Paleozoic age and 
sedimentary rocks of the New Haven Arkose (pl. 1; fig. 2). 

The area west of the scarp is in the New England TJ pland and is 
characterized by hilly, irregular topography. In the Upland, II,I-OSt 
summits are about 900 feet in altitude; few are below fi)O feet. The 
summit of South Mountain in Bristol, at an altitude of 1,040 feet, is 
the highest point in the area. The irregular hill masses in the upland 
are cut by numerous small narrow valleys. In Bristol most of these 
s1nall valleys are tributary to the east-tr~nding Peq·1abuck River 
valley, which is the major drainage feature in the Upland. The Pequa
buck River valley is broad and deep. The valley botto:'ll drops from 
an altitude of about 510 feet at the west border of Bristol to rubout 
250 feet at a point south of Hurley Hill, where the va1ley leaves the 
upland. 

The area east of the scarp is part of the Connecticut. Valley Low
land that extends northward through central Connecticut and into 
Massachusetts. In the area of study the lowland com~ists of broad 
valleys separated by linear north-trending ridges. At the western 
margin of the lowland a valley averaging about a mile in width extends 
from the vicinity of Copper Mine Brook southward through Bristol 
and Southington to the vicinity of Judd Brook. The valley is under
lain by stratified glacial deposits whose upper surfaces generally range 
in altitude from about 140 feet in the south to 300 feet. in the north. 
Bordering this valley on the east is a line of smooth regular hills that 
extend from the northeastern part of Bristol to a point about three
fourths of a mile west of Milldale and include Campgrnmd and Red
stone Hills. The sumn1it altitudes of these hills range from a;bout 220 
feet in the south to about 420 feet in the north. 

To the east of this line of hills, the lowland of the Pequabuck and 
Quinnipiac Rivers, about 2 miles in width, extends southward through 
Plainville and Southington. The lowland contains stratified glacial 
deposits that range in altitude from 120 to 250 feet. For the most 
part, the deposits have smooth surfaces and are sepr.rated by low 
swa1npy areas. The low land is bordered to the east ty a highland 
that occupies an irregular strip a mile or so wide along the eastern 
boundaries of Plainville and Southington. This higrland has two 
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FIGURE 2.-Sketch map of the Bristol-Plainville-Southington area, Connecticu~. showing 
physiographic divisions and drainage. 

prominent west-facing scarps where basaltic rocks crop out, but it is 
otherwise irregular. The more westerly scarp ranges :from ab':lut 250 
to 500 feet in altitude, and the more easterly one ranges :from about 
500 to 950 :feet in altitude. 

Total relief within the three towns is about 920 :feet, which is the 
difference in altitude between South Mountain (altitude l,OJO :feet) 
in Bristol and the Quinnipiac River (altitude 120 :feet), where it leaves 
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Southington. Generally, however, the relief between adjacent valleys 
and summits ranges only from 50 to 300 feet. 

The area is drained by two major stream systems. Most of Bristol 
and the northern part of Plainville are drained by tl'C\ Pequabuck 
River, which flows northward to the Farmington River. The extreme 
southeast part of Bristol, the southern part of Plainville, and most of 
Southington are drained by the Quinnipiac River. Ir. the lowland 
section, the divide between these two drainage basins is for the most 
part poorly defined and lies on the stratified glacial deposits. The 
streams flowing from Shuttle Meadow Reservoir and a few small 
streams to the north flowing &'tstward off Bradley Motmtain are even
tually directed to a small basin in the town of Berlin, east of South
ington, which drains to the Connecticut River (fig. 2). 

CLIMATE 

The climate of the Bristol-Plainville-Southington ar9a is affected 
by two conflicting influences : cold dry air moving out of the subpolar 
regions from the northwest and warm moist air moving from the 
south. The area, in common with Connecticut as a v1hole, lies be
tween the two main tracks for eastward-moving cyclonic storms, but 
it is affected by storms in either track. It also lies in the general track 
for northward-n1oving coastal storms and hurricanes (IGrk, 1939, 
p. 14, 15). Day-to-clay changes in the weather are usual and some
times extreme. Nevertheless, average precipitation i~ rather uni
formly distributed throughout the year. Table 1 contains a summary 
of climatic data for the Bristol-Plainville-Southington area. 

The average annual precipitation in the area is about 49 inches. 
During 1957, precipitation was at a record low and totaled 38.19, 
37.00, ancl42.27 inches at Shuttle Meadow Reservoir, Wl'igville Reser
voir (llh miles north of Bristol), and Wolcott (New Britain) Reser
voir, respectively. The greatest yearly precipitation vras in 1955, a 
year of heavy hurricane rains, and totaled 64.50, 69.98, and 69.04 
inches at the same stations. During August 1955, in which two hurri
canes passed over the area, a total of 22.64 inches of rain fell at Wl1ig
ville Reservoir, 19.32 inches at Wolcott (New Britain) FP..servoir, and 
18.08 inches at Shuttle Meadow Reservoir. The hurr~~ane rains of 
August 19, 1955, amounted to 12.10 inches at Whigvillo Reservoir. 

Long-term temperature records are not available wi~hin the area, 
but the record at Bradley Field in Windsor Locks, about 20 miles 
northeast of the area, is indicative. There the averag~~ annual tem
perature is about 50° F, and the average monthly temperatures range 
from about 27° Fin January to 74° Fin July. The length of the 
frost-free season ranges from 130 to 214 clays and averages 181 clays. 
The depth of frost penetration is generally less than 2 feet. 
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TABLE 1.-Summary of meteorologioaZ data tor the BriJJtol-PlainviZle-f'louthing
ton a1·ea, Oonneotiout 

[U.S. Weather Btir., 1958] 

Jan. Feb. I Mar. I Apr. 

Shuttle Meadow Reservoir, Southington I 

Record mean precipitation I 
inches .. 

Wolcott (New Britain) Reservoir, Wolcott I 

Record mean precipitation I 
inches __ 

Record mean precipitation I 
inches .. 

Record mean precipitation 
inches a __ 

Record mean temperature _____ _ 
OF 3 __ 

Whigville Reservoir, Burlington I 

3. 70 1 

Bradley Fie.ld, Windsor Locks ~ 

3.62 

27.8 

3.16 

28.0 

3. 73 

37. l 

3. 70 

47.8 

May 

3.56 

58.7 

June 

3.47 

67.6 

July 

3.67 

4.37 

3.94 

3.67 

73.0 

~=~ ~:~: ~~~s\ ~fUf:t~ r:;,~stt~= ========== ========== ========== ========== ========== ========== ========== 
Mean length or growing season 

days __ ----------------------------------------------------------------------

Aug. Sept. I Oct. Nov. 

Shuttle Meadow Reservoir, Southington I-Continued 

Record mean precipitation_ _______ inches .. l 4.251 2.991 2. 781 5.441 

Wolcott (New Britain) Reservoir, Wolcott I-Continued 

Reocrd mean precipitation_ _______ inches __ , 4.341 3.38, 3.031 

Whigville Reservoir, Burlington I-Continued 

Record mean precipitation_ _______ inches .. l 3.441 3.131 2.641 

Bradley Field, Windsor Locks 2-Continued 

Record mean precipitation ______ inches a __ 
Record mean temperature __________ °F a __ 

4.01 
70.7 

3.43 
63.6 

3.00 
53.5 

6.161 

5.231 

3. 70 
42.2 

Dec. 

4.~·1 

5. 2S I 

4.261 

3.60 
30.9 

Year 

47.38 

52.98 

46.06 

42.65 
50.1 

Mean date oflast killing frost _____________ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- Apr. 19. 

~:~ ~~;t~r ~~o=gs:~~_-_-:_-_-_<iaY8== ========== ========== ========== ========== ========== Ps~t. 17
' 

1 Includes record for 1941-52. Dr. B.S. Pack, State Climatologist, U.S. Weather Bur. (oral commun). 
s Includes record for 1905-58. 
a Record mean values are based on the entire period or record; they are not corrected for ch"nges in in

strument location. 
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SUMMARY OF STRATIGRAPHY 

The geologic units in the area of study range in ag~ from early 
Paleozoic to Recent (table 2). The Paleozoic formations are the 
Hartland Formation, the Bristol Granite Gneiss of Grc,gory (1906), 
and the Prospect Gneiss. The Bristol and Prospect are both con
sidered to be intrusive into the Hartland Formation, but they are not 
correlated in age (Gregory, 1906, p. 96, 102-105). 

During Triassic ti1ne, both sedimentary rocks and igilf0US extrusive 
and intrusive rocks of the Newark Group were deposited unconform
ably upon the Paleozoic rocks. In the Bristol-Plainville-Southington 
area are the New Haven Arkose, which is the oldest for'lation of the 
group, the Talcott Basalt, the Shuttle Meadow Formation, the Hol
yoke Basalt, and the East Berlin Fonnation. Three·· fourths of a 
mile northeast of Milldale several outcrops of diabase mf.rk the north
ernnlost extent of theW est Rock Diabase that intrudes theN ew Haven 
Arkose. 

Unconsolidated glacial deposits of Pleistocene a.ge overlie the earlier 
geologic fonnations and consist of two 1nain stratigraphic units-
ground 1noraine and stratified drift. The ground moraine was 
formed principally during the advance of the Wisconsin ice and is 
older than the stratified drift, which was formed principally during 
the retreat of the ice. For purposes of discussion in tb is report, the 
stratified drift has been divided, according to lithology and morphol
ogy, into ice-contact, proglacial, and undifferentiated stratified depos
its. A thin irregular mantle of eolian deposits overlies the glacial de
posits. It marks the period of Pleistocene and perhapF eu,rly Recent 
tune when the glacial deposits were bare to wind erosion nnd redepo
~ition. Later deposits of Recent age consist of stream alluvium and 
il1clude early stream terrace and swamp deposits. 

WATER-BEARING FORMATIONS 

Ground water fills the interconnected pore spaces and fractures of 
the geologic formations occurring within the zone of saturation, and 
moves in response to gravity and changes in pressure. In most of 
the area, ground water is unconfined. The top of the unconfined zone 
of saturation is called the water table. At some places, where it is 
confined by relatively impermeable materials, the water is artesian. 
Artesian water is under pressure and will rise in a well above the bot
tom of the confining layer. The level to which the water rises, or 
could rise, is the piezometric surface. 

The water-bearing properties of a rock depend primarily on the 
rock's porosity, which is the ratio of volume of its primary pore spaces 
and fracture openings to its total volume, and on the size and degree 



TABLE 2.-Geologic units in the Bristol-Plainville-Southington area and their wate'r-bem·ing properties 

Age 
Geologic unit; thickness, in feet Lithology Water-bearing properties 

Era System Series or group 

Not known to be tapped by water 
wells. Thin and not extensive, 

Swamp deposits; 0-10 
therefore capable of yielding only 

Sand, silt, clay, and decayed organic small supplies of water. Suitable in 
matter. places for the digging of fire ponds. 

Recent ·water is of poor quality because of 
organic content. 

Not known to be tapped by water 
Sand,silt,clay,andsomegravel. Gen· wells. Thin and low in permeabil-

Alluvimn; 0-10 erally colored gray by contained or- ity, therefore will yield only small 
ganic matter. supplies of water. Water has notice-

able organic content at most places. 

Recent and Eolian deposits; 0-6 
Silt and sand, structureless. Com- Not water bearing. Lies above the 

Pleistocene. posed of sandy loess throughout water table. much of area. 

Yield small to large supplies of water 
depending on proportion of coarser 

Stratified gravel, sand, silt, and clay. 
material found locally. Yield a bun-

Cenozoic Quaternary Proglacial deposits; 0-300 dant supplies of ground water in 
Gravel confined mostly to upper few Plainville and northern Soothing-
feet of deposits. ton. Interbedded fine material 

makes stabilization of the formation 
difficult at some well sites. 

Stratified sand and gravel, some silt. Yield small to large supplies. Pros-Coarser material generally occurs in 
Ice-contact deposits; 0-240 irregular lenses. Many deposits are pecting required to locate thicker 

capped by several feet of coarse gravel lenses, which generally yield 
gravel. an abundance of water. 

Pleistocene 

Undifferentiated stratified deposits; Stratifi,ed sand and gravel with lenticu- Yield large supplies to properly con-
lar bedding. Lar~e :pr~p~rtion. of structed wells. Supplies much of the 

I 
0-100. coarse material. water pumped in .Bristol and South-

ington. 
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I 
Mesozoic Triassic Newark 

Paleozoic 

Ground-moraine deposits; 0--50 

East Berlin Formation 

Heterogeneous mixture of gravel, sand, 
silt, and clay; contains large boulders 
in many places. Generally gray, 
sandy, and loose in western half of 
Bristol and extreme western part of 
Southington. Elsewhere, red or 
brown, generally clayey, and com
pact. 

Holyoke Basalt I Red and gray shale, sandstone, arkose, 
I conglomerate, and subordinate lime-

Shuttle Meadow Formation stone in New Haven Arkose and 
Shuttle Meadow and East Berlin 

Talcott Basalt Formations. Diabase in Talcott 

New Haven Arkose 

Prospect Geniss 

Bristol Granite Geniss of Gregory 
(1906) 

Hartland Formation 

and Holyoke Basalt. 

Metamorphosed igneous rocks, con
sisting principally of gneiss. Com
positional banding oflight- and dark
colored minerals. Quartz, feldspar, 
and biotite are principal minerals. 

Metamorphosed sedin1entary rocks, 
consisting principally of schist. 
Muscovite, biotite, quartz, and feld
spar are principal minerals. 

Yield small supplies to large-diameter 
wells. 

Yield small to moderate supplies, main
ly from fractures, to drilled wells. 

Fracture openings yield small supplies 
to drilled wells. Yields are generally 
smaller than those obtained from 
rocks of Triassic age. 
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of interconnection of the openings. A large porosity indicates that 
the rock contains a large volume of openings in which water may be 
stored. Of two rocks having equal porosity, the rock with tl'') larger 
openings transmits water more rapidly. If a rock is capable of trans
mitting watsr rapidly, it will provide large yields from well~. 

The ability of a rock to transmit water is stared as the c1efficient 
of permeability. The coefficient of permeability is defined a£ the vol
ume of water in gallons per clay that will pass through an arr~a of the 
rock of 1 square foot lUlder a hydraulic gradient of 1 foot per foot. 
The ability of a water-bearing fonuation or aquifer to transmit water 
is represented by the coefficient of ti•ansmissibility, which ir defined 
as the volume of water in gallons per day that will move through a 
vertical strip of the formation 1-foot in width and equal in l:')ight to 
the saturated thickness 1u1der a hydraulic gradient of 1 foot per foot. 
(Theis, 1935, p. 520). For a forn1ation composed of one typB of rock 
or of rocks equal in permeability, the coefficient of transinissibility is 
equal to the product of the coefficient of penneability and the thick
ness of the fonnation. 

The coefficient of transmissibility can be used to calculate the flow 
of water through an aquifier and to predict the yields of wells and 
the effects of pmnping on the grom1d-water body. 

Based on their water-bearing properties, the rocks in the Bristol
Plainville-Southington area are divided into two main categories: the 
consolidated rocks, hereafter referred to as bedrock, and the lUlCOnsoli
dated deposits. 

BEDROCK 

METAMORPHIC ROCKS OF PALEOZOIC AGE 

The Hartland Formation, Bristol Granire Gneiss of Gregory ( 1906), 
and Prospect Gneiss of Paleozoic age m1derlie the parts of Br~8tol and 
Southington in the New England Upland section. The rocks consist 
principally of mica schist and granite gneiss. 

HARTLAND FORMATION 

The Hartland Formation (Gregory, 1906, p. 96-100) consists prin
cipally of quartz-muscovite schist and biotite schist; it was formed 
through Inetainorphism of early Paleozoic sediments. As usei in this 
report, the Hartland Formation includes the Southington Mom1tain 
Schist and the Straits Schist (Fritts, 1962). The formation underlies 
most of the hilly terrain of the western part of Bristol and the extreine 
northwesten1 part of Southington. In Southington it form" north
trending cliffs and crops out extensively. Closely spaced outcrops 
occur around Cedar Swamp Pond in Bristol, but elsewhere ir Bristol 
the formation is largely concealed beneath glacial deposits. 
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The Hartland forms the scarp of the New England Upland section 
and is in contact with the New Haven Arkose, which li€s to the east 
of the scarp. At most places the contact lies along the Mixville fault 
(Fritts, 1962), which has dropped the New Haven Arkose to the 
east (Wheeler, 1937, p. 22-27). At Roaring Brook in Southington 
the contact is disconformable and lies to the west of the fault. The 
Hartland Formation surrounds the Bristol Granite Gneis? of Gregory 
in west-central Bristol and is in contact with the Prospr~t Gneiss in 
southwestern Southington. 

BRISTOL GRANITE GNEISS OF GREGORY (1906) 

The Bristol Granite Gneiss (Gregory, 1906, p. 104-105) is charac
terized by biotite banding. It underlies the broad valley of the Pequa
buck River in the west-central part of Bristol, west of Hurley Hill. 
The granite gneiss forms a roughly elliptical body that intrudes the 
Hartland Formation; it contains more feldspar and iron-hearing min
erals than the Hartland and therefore weathers n1ore easily. Because 
of this characteristic, it forn1s a broad oval valley surrounded by hills 
underlain by the more resistant schist. The subdued topographic 
expression of the formation facilitated the deposition cf thick con
tinuous glacial drift. The fonnation is well exposed only in a rail
road cut one-fourth of a mile southeast of Birge Poncl. 

PROSPECT GNEllSS 

The Prospect Gneiss is a metamorphosed granite that consists pre
dominantly of light-gray gneiss, and lesser amounts of granite and 
mica schist. It crops out in the area south and southeast of Southing
ton Reservoir No. 3 in the extreme southwestern part of Southington 
and is in contact with the Hartland Formation to the north, west, and 
south and with theN ew Haven Arkose on the east. 

The Prospect is intrusive into the Hartland Formation and was 
probably emplaced before the Taconian(?) orogeny, but is not corre
lated with the Bristol Granite Gneiss of Gregory (1906) because of 
lack of evidence. 

WATER-BEARING PROPERTIES 

The metamorphic rocks in Bristol and Southington are composed 
of tightly intergrown mineral grains formed through crushing and 
recrystallization of the original 1nineral constituents. F':"imary pore 
spaces formed by the shrinkage of some mineral grains ar the extreme 
conditions of 1netamorphism were relieved. The pri1nar~ pore spaces 
are less than 1 percent of the volume and are too minute to transmit 
ground water. However, the rocks are extensively fractured, the 
openings along the fractures forming paths for movement of ground 
water. The fractures are spaced generally from a few inches to a 
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few tens of feet a part and tend to cut the rock into separate masses 
of irregular size and shape, not unlike rude masonry. The many 
fractures that are open wide enough to transmit water are the only 
water-bearing openings in the 1netamorphic rocks. The principles of 
the occurrence of water in fractures in the metamorphic and igneous 
rocks of Connecticut were described by Ellis (in Gregory, 1909, p. 
5±-101). 

Joints are the most conunon fractures in the 1netamorphic rocks of 
Bristol and Southington. They occur in sets, the 1nembers of which 
are approximately parallel. The orientation and spacing of joints 
vary frmn place to place. Gradually increasing pressure with depth 
decreases the size and nun1ber of open joints. Well records indicate 
that at most places the rocks will not transn1it water at depths below 
250 to 300 feet. 

Faults-breaks along which t:he rock has been displaced-also cut 
the 1netamorphic rocks but are much less co1nmon than joill ts. The 
extent of ground-water circulation through faults is not knol!n. The 
Mixville fault, which forms the contact of the n1etamorphic rocks and 
the New Haven Arkose in southwestern Southington, was excavated 
near Marion by C. E. Fritts of the U.S. Geological Survey. The fault 
is filled with gouge and contains no apparent water-trars1nitting 
openings. 

At n1ost places the 1netamorphic rocks are overlain by glacial depos
its that are saturated with ground water in their lower part. The 
fractures at the bedrock surface are therefore channels for the inter# 
change of water with the glacial deposits. The fractures that inter~ 
sect the surfaces of exposed bedrock are poorly situated to receive 
water, because only when rain is falling or snow is melting Cil.n water 
enter thmn. Water enters the fractures mainly in the hilly areas and 
n1oves down gradient under the influence of gravity. Ho"'ever, in 
detail the course of ground-water 1novmnent is circuitous b<>,Cause it 
is deflected and influenced by the attitudes of the fractures. 

A large nmnber of wells in Bristol penetrate the metamorpl'.ic rocks, 
partieularly in areas not served by the public distribution sys
tenl. Few wells penetrate the meta1norphic rocks of southwestern 
Southington. 

An analysis of the records of 58 wells penetrating metamorphic 
roeks shows that the wells vary greatly in construetion and water
producing charaeteristics. They range from 40 to 405 feet in depth 
and average 140 feet. Thirty-six wells are between 100 and 200 feet 
and 14 wells are less than 100 feet in depth; only 8 are more than 200 
:feet in depth. The rates at which the wells yield water rar ~e from 
less than 1 to about 90 gpm. Moreover, the yields of well~ do not 
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correlate with the depths; some of the deeper wells yield little water, 
and, conversely, some of the shallower wells produce much water. 
The static water levels of wells range frmn about land surface to about 
60 feet below the surface. Generally, water levels in b3drock wells 
are closer to the surface in valleys than on hills. The depth to the 
bedrock surface averages about 40 feet but is as much as 225 feet. 

The depth and yield of a bedrock well at a specific site ca1mot be 
predicted because the position of joints in rocks below the surface 
cannot be predicted. Because joints tend to die out witl1in short dis
tances, those exposed in outcrops reveal little about the position of 
buried joints. However, water-bearing joints are sp1,ced closely 
enough that a well drilled ahnost anywhere will obtain at least a sup
ply of water sufficient for household use. Dry holes and wells with 
insufficient yields are few. 

Although the metamorphic rock units in the area apparently do 
not differ significantly in water-bearing properties, well records indi
cate that the Bristol Granite Gneiss of Gregory ( 1906) yields some
what more water to individual wells than does the Hartland Forma
tion. Data frmn 16 wells penetrating the Bristol and 3r wells pene
trating the Hartland are given in the following table. The data in 
the table are not conclusive because of the small number of wells in 
the Bristol Granite Gneiss for which records are available. Few 
wells penetrate the Bristol because most of the area underlain by this 
for1nation is served by the Bristol Water Department. 

A well (No. 69) listed by Palmer (1921, p. 93) provided a yield 
of 85 to 90 gpm frmn the Bristol Granite Gneiss, the largest known 
yield obtained from the n1etamorphic rocks. Other wells in both the 
Bristol and Hartland Forn1ations yield about 30 gpn1 at Inost. A 
higher proportion of wells in the Hartland Forrnatim1 have small 
yields than in the Bristol Granite Gneiss; therefore, both the average 
and the 1nedian yield of wells in the Bristol Granite Gneiss is larger 
than for wells in the Hartland Formation. 

Wells penetrating the Br·istol ana the Hart lana Formations 

[a, average; m, median; r, range] 

Wells Depth of Depth to Waterlt'vel Yield 
Formation recorded wells rock (feet below (gallons per 

(feet) (feet) surface) minute) 

Bristol Granite Gneiss---------- 16 134a 72a 27a 16a 
138m Q-225r 4-t\Or 9m 

4Q-258r l-90r 
Hartland Formation _____________ 39 149a 30a 21a 7a 

132m Q-90r 0-t\Or 5m 
6Q-405r Q-32r 
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The Prospect Gneiss, which tmderlies a small, sparsely populated 
area of Southington, is little used for water supplies. Therefore, the 
available well records provide insufficient data to compare the water
yielding properties of the Prospect with the Hartland and Bristol. 

SEDIMENTARY AND IGNEOUS ROCKS OF TRIASSIC .A.GE 

East of the scarp marking the western Inargin of the Cc"'lllecticut 
Valley Lowland (seep. 7), the bedrock consists of sedin1entary and 
basaltic rocks of Triassic age. These rocks are part of a broad north
trending belt of Triassic rocks that underlie the central lcwland of 
Connecticut and Massachusetts. 

The sedimentary and basaltic rocks in the area comprise the New 
Haven Arkose, Talcott Basalt, Shuttle Meadow Forination, Holyoke 
Basalt, and the East Berlin Formation. These rocks are part of the 
Newark Group of Late Triassic age, which also includes the younger 
Hampden Basalt and Portland Arkose. The rocks were deposited in 
a basin fanned west of a 1najor fault (the Triassic border fault) that 
strikes north and lies several miles east of the report area (Barrell, 
1915, p. 26-32). 

The rocks that crop out in the Bristol-Plainville-Southington area 
are described below under two main headings, New Haven Arkose and 
middle part of the Newark Group. 

NEW HAVEN ARKOSE 

The New Haven Arkose is characterized by red beds of continental 
origin composed of sandstone, arkose, conglomerate, and shale. The 
New Haven overlaps Paleozoic rocks in the vicinity of Roaring Brook 
in Southington. At other places it is in contact with Paleozoic rocks 
along the Mixville fault (pl. 1). The formation is overlain by the 
Talcott Basalt. The outcrop area of the New Haven Arkofe extends 
eastward frmn the Mixville fault to the irregular scrap formed by 
the Talcott Basalt that trends north and south from Hamlin Pond in 
Plainville. Despite its broad outcrop area, the New Haven is largely 
concealed by glacial deposits and is exposed only sporadically. The 
age of the New Haven Arkose is Late Triassic, on the basis of reptilian 
fossils. 

The New Haven Arkose consists of three separate facies in the area 
of this report. The basal facies is composed of light gray ~onglom
rate and conglon1eratic arkose. It overlies the beveled surface of the 
Hartland Formation and is about 200 to 300 feet thick. A middle 
facies contains coarse grayish arkose and subordinate black shale and 
probably is limited in extent to the broad valley of DaytcTt Brook, 
Eightmile River, and Copper Mine Brook. The upper faci€.s is char
acterized by red fine-grained micaceous feldspathic sandstone, com
monly called redstone, but it also contains siltstone, shale, and other 
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fine-grained sandstone. The redstone contains a farruginous clayey 
matrix that averages 25 to 30 percent, and in places is as much as 45 
percent of the rock (Krynine, 1950, p. 103). The upper facies under
lies the north-trending line of hills that includes Redstone Hill and 
extends eastward to the longitude of Hamlin Pond. 

West Rock Diabase forms a sill that intrudes the New lla ven Arkose 
(Rice, 1906, p. 192, pl. 24) and is exposed in scattered outcrops in 
the southern part of Southington. The most northerly O'ltcrop of the 
West Rock Diabase is three-fourths of a mile northeast of Milldale. 

MIDDLE PART OF THE NEWARK GROUP 

Two lava flows 'and two sedimentary units are described here as 
the 1nicldle part of the Newark Group. The rock units, in ascending 
order, are the Talcott Basalt, Shuttle Meadow Formation, Holyoke 
Basalt, and East Berlin Formation. They fonn a belt of prominent 
scarps and rugged topography that extends in a line north and south 
from Hamlin Pond in Plainville and becomes scalloped :J,nd irregular 
southward through the eastern part of Southington (pl. 1). The 
lower lava flow (Talcott) overlies the New Haven Arkose and serves 
as a prominent marker bed. The thickness of the middh part of the 
Newark is about 1,500 feet (I(rynine, 1950, p. 32). The b~ds dip west
ward. Block faulting has offset the outcrop belt, most conspicously 
near Shuttle Meadow Reservoir. 

The Talcott and Holyoke Basalts are similar in lithology. They 
are composed of dark-gray or greenish-black basalt. T1''1 flows have 
columnar jointing, which is produced by close-spaced v~~rtical joints 
that tend to break the rock into hexagonal columns. Tho Talcott also 
contains pillow structures. The Holyoke in places consists of two 
separate flows. 

The two sedimentary units in the middle part of the Newark Group 
consist primarily of shale. The Shuttle Meadow Formation is about 
300 feet thick and consists principally of maroon and red. fissile shale, 
dark laminated shale, and subordinate amounts of pink dolomite and 
blue siliceous limestone. The East Berlin Formation is about 750 to 
900 feet thick. It consists principally of red fissile shale and siltstone, 
dark shale, red siliceous sandy shale, and subordinate amounts of dark 
siliceous limestone (I(rynine, 1950, p. 32, 60-66). 

WATER-BEARING PROPERTIES 

The rocks of Triassic age provide small supplies suffi~ient for do
mestic use almost anywhere. Few supplies exceed 30 gpm, however. 
Records of 143 wells that penetrate the rocks of Triassic 2.ge are avail
able. The wells range from 50 to 1,008 feet in depth and average 
about 150 feet. The deepest well is considerably deeper than most 
wells. Ninety-eight of the wells, or about 70 percent, range from 100 
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to 200 feet in depth. Only 23 wells are less than 100 feet deep, and 
only 21 are deeper than 200 feet. The depth of one well is not known. 
Yields range from about 1 to 180 gpm, and the higher yielc1s are not 
correlated with the deeper wells. Well Pv 5a (H6-4h), the deepest 
well known to penetrate the sedimentary rocks in the arer., yielded 
only about 16 gpm, and yields of several other of the deeper w~lls, such 
as Pv 37' ( G6-6j), which has a yield of 2 gpm and a depth of 358 feet, 
were also low (table 3) . On the other hand, wells Bs 3 ( G6-6h) and 
Pv 22 (H6-5g) obtain 110 and 180 gpm and are 256 and 200 feet deep, 
respectively. 

The variation, from place to place, in water-bearing properties of 
the rocks is in a large measure attributed to the types and o~currence 
of the water-bearing openings in them. Ground water is co11tained in 
intergranular pore spaces, bedding-plane openings, and in fractures 
comprising joints and faults. 

Intergranular pore spaces in the sedimentary rocks are small and 
will transmit water at slow rates. Even the coarse-grained arkose and 
conglomerate have small pore spaces because of the angularity and 
poor sorting of the grains. The shale and siltstone are nearly im
permeable because they contain such minute pores. The fine-grained 
feldspathic sandstone, particularly redstone, has such a high clay 
content that it also is probably almost impermeable. Thr. drillers' 
reports that in the sedimentary rocks increments in the watl'3r supply 
generally are obtained intermittently indicate that wate~-bearing 
openings are widely separated and that appreciable wat~r is not 
obtained by seepage into the well from pore spaces. 

Movement of ground water probably occurs along at least some 
bedding planes in the sedimentary rocks. Drillers working in the 
area do not distinguish bedding planes from other wat.e.r-bearing 
openings. The fact that water is not consistently produced from the 
same stratigraphic horizons in closely spaced wells indicates that bed
ding planes are not everywhere water bearing. However, Gregory 
(1909, p. 107'-109) cites both field observation and drillers' r~ports as 
indicating that bedding planes locally are important avenues of 
circulation. 

Because of the open condition of many joints in bedrock exposures 
and the apparently ranclmn oceurrenee of water-bearing op<:>nings in 
the rocks of Triassic age, joints are believed to be the n1ost important 
·water-bearing openings. Joints occur in the basaltic rocks r.s well as 
in the sedimentary rocks. Closely spaced joints that break the rock 
into polygonal columns were fon.ned during eon traction of He basaltic 
rock as it eooled. These joints are perpe.nclicular to the ccntacts of 
the lava sheets and may be a few inches to a few feet apart.. Stress 
that aceom.panied postdepositional tilting and faulting formod other 
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joints, which generally cut across both the sedimentary and the flow 
rocks. Most of these joints are steeply inclined; some are flat lying. 
They vary in orientation and spacing frmn plaee to place depending 
on the type and direction of the stress and on the physical character
isties of the rock. The 1nore competent beds, sueh as conglomerate, 
Inay have joints spaced several feet apart. Shale beds, however, in 
smne places, have separated into splinters along closely Sl)aced joints. 
Some steeply inclined joints end abruptly at bedding I lanes rather 
than dying out gradually. The n1oven1ent of water tlTough open 
joints in rocks of Triassic age is probably si1nilar in principle to that 
already described for the Inetamorphic rocks. 

Data are sparse but those available indieate that few water-bearing 
fractures extend below a depth of about 300 feet. Well Pv 5a, 0.5 
Inile west of Hamlin Pond, was drilled to a depth of l,C 08 feet after 
penetrating bedroek at 218 feet, but obtained only about 16 gpm. All 
the yield is provided by a fracture at a depth of abrmt 300 feet 
(Palmer, 1921, p. 174). Well Bs 147, about 600 feet deep, yields 
20 gpm; little or no water '"as obtained below 200 feet. 

The extent of ground-water circulation through faults is not known. 
No wells are known definitely to penetrate faults. The Mixville fault 
(see p. 16) is filled with gouge near Marion, but at least. some faults 
probably contain water-bearing openings. 

The New Haven Arkose is the forn1ation of Triassic age most 
utilized for ground-water supplies. Records of 126 wells penetrating 
the New Haven Arkose indicate the average yield to be about 15 gpm. 
Yields generally range frmn 10 to 20 gp1n; few are less than 5 gp1n or 
Inore than 30 gpm. The highest yield obtained is 110 gJlll at well Bs 
3(G6-6h). 

Water in the New Haven Arkose, in con1mon with that in the other 
bedrock formations, is under a head that eauses it to rise in a well 
above the depth at which the water-bearing opening is penetrated. 
On hills, water levels in the wells average 22 feet below the land sur
face and about 2 feet above the surface of the rock, which is covered 
with an average thickness of 24 feet of ground moraine. In those 
wells located in valleys the water level averages 16 fee~. below land 
surface and about 54 feet above the bedrock surface, which has a cover 
of stratified glacial deposits averaging 70 feet in thickne2s at the well 
sites. 

Drilling in the New Haven Arkose is uneconomical at places where 
the stratified gl3;cial deposits are unusually thick. In the central part 
of Plainville and in the Quinnipiac and Eightmile River valleys in 
Southington, the glacial deposits are 100 to 300 feet thick (pl. 1). 
At these places supplies may generally be more econon1ic"Jly obtained 
frmn the glacial deposits. 



TABLE 3.-Records of selected wells and test holes in the Bristol-Plainville-Southington at·ea, Connecticut 
Well and location: See text page 5 for explanation of well-numbering system and 

location grid. 
Water-bearing formation: See table 2 for lithologic descriptions and summary of ~ 

water-bearing properties. ~ 
Altitude above sea level: Given to the nearest 5-foot interval where interpolated from 

contour map, and to the nearest foot where obtained by leveling. 
Water level: Lsd, land-surface datum; measured water levels are given in feet, tenths, 

and hundredths; reported levels are given in feet or in feet and tenths. 
Type of well or hole: Csn, caisson; Drl, drilled; Drv, driven; Wb, wash boring. Use of well: Abd, abandoned or destroyed; Com, commercial; Dom, domestic or 0 

household; Ind, industrial; Obs, observation; Ps, public supply; S, livestock; T, test. t".:1 

Alti-
Year tude Type Depth Diameter Depth 

Well Location Owner com- above of well of well of well to bed- Water-bearing 
pleted sea or hole (feet) (inches) rock formation 

level (feet) 
(feet) 

---

City of Bristol 

Bs 3 ____ G6-6h Johnny's Res- 1954 200 Drl 256 8 17 New Haven 
taurant. Arkose. 

4 ____ G6-4h Bristol Water 1948 430 Drl 75 12 -------- Ice-contact de-
Dept. posits. 

4a ___ G6-4h _____ do. _________ 1948 430 Wb 77 2~2 77 _____ do __________ 

46 ___ G6-4c L. D. Minor ____ 1941 785 Drl 255 6 70 Hartland For-
mation. 

74. __ G6-8b H. Peters--~---- 1946 570 Dug 28 30 28 Ground-moraine 

78 ___ G6-4j N. Monbleu ____ -------- 400 Dug 
deposits. 

7.5 36 -------- Ice-contact de-
posits. 

79 ___ G6-4h Pratt.---------- 1941 645 Drl 115 6 66 Hartland For-
mation. 92 ___ G6-5j Bristol Brass 1934 235 Drl 40 30 40 Ice-contact de-

Corp. posits. 

123 .. G6-6g Wallace Barnes 1938 215 Drl 39 10 -------- Undifferenti-
Co. ated stratified 

deposits. 

148 .. G6-6d Bristol Water 1957 235 Drl 72 24-18 -------- _____ do. _________ 
Dept. 

Water level Yield 
(gallons Draw-

per down 
Foot I Date of min- (feet) 

below measure- ute) 
lsd ment 

4 June 110 --------
1954. 

6.3 Feb. 26, 800 32.3 
1948. 

7.2 Jan. 27, 200 --------
1948. 

60 Nov.l6, 5 --------
1956. 

26.2 Nov.21, -------- --------
1956 

6.3 Nov.28, 
1956. 

-------- --------

30 1941 _____ -------- --------

7 ]934 _____ 300 22 

8 1938 _____ 200 12 

2 Apr. 3, 1,400 28 
1958. 

Use 

Com 

Ps 

T 

Dom, 
s 

Dom 

Dom 

Dom 

Ind 

Ind 

Ps 

Remarks 

Water used for 
air-conditioning. 
Temperature, 
49°F, 
Chemical analy-

sis in table 7. 
Screen, 20 ft of 

250-slot set at 
bottom. 

Log in table 4. 
Screen, 10 ft of 
100-slot at 76 ft 
and 10 ft of 200-
slot at 66 ft. 

Chemical analysis 
in table 7. 

------------------
Chemical analysis 

in table 7. 
-------------------
Casing slotted for 

25 ft from bot-
tom. 

Slotted casing. 
Yield 150 gpm in 
Hl!ill. Chell'lical 
analysis in table 
7. 

Log in table 4. 
Screen, 15ft of 
125-slot, 5 ft of 
250-slot, set at 
bottom. Chern· 
leal analysis in 
tA.hlA7_ 

0 
~ 
0 
0 
--~ 

~ 
0 

~ 
I::' 

~ 
1-3 
t".:1 
J:l 

~ 
U2 
1-3 
I 

Q 
t".:1 

~ 
~ 

~ 
Q 

~ 
~ 
~ 



149 •• 1 G6-5c 1 _____ do. ________ _, 1958 I 255 I Drl I 49 I 8 I 49 1-----do. _ --------1 4.3 I Jan. 7, I 3oo I 11 IT 1 Screen, 10 ft of 
1958. 100-slot, set at 

38ft. J. L. 
Bean, managing 
engineer of the 
department, 
rates yield at 
460 gpm. Chern-
ical analysis in 
table 7. 

150 •• 1 G6-5c I Bristol Water I 1957 I 2551Drl I 66 I 8 I 66 I Undifferenti- I 1 I Dec. 23, I 300 I 20 IT I Screen, 10 ft of 100-
Dept. ated stratified 1958. slot, set with 

deposits. bottom at 45 ft. 

:fu~IW,e§~tr~·ean 
~ rates yield at 320 

gpm. Chemical 
e"3 analysis in table 

7. ~ 
16L., G6-5c , .•••. do ___________ , 1957 

I 
2551 Drv 

I 
48 

I 
2?~~ 48, _____ do ___________ ~--------~----------~--------~--------~ T I Chemical analysis ~ 

in table 7. I 

164. _ G6-6d _____ do ___________ 1957 240 Drv 70 2H -------- _____ do ___________ -------- ---------- 110 4 T Log in table 4. td 
Finished with l"'.. 
open-end casing. ~ Chemical analy- z sis in table 7. 

168 .• I G6-6d ••. l ..•.. do ___________ l 1957 I 240 I Drv I 40 I 2~1--------1-----do ___________ l------ -- L--- -----1 40 L------1 T I Screen, 8 ft of No. Cj:l 
20. Chemical 
analysis in table ""'.! 
7. 0 

180.- G6-8c ___ Jacobson ________ 1957 260 Drl 244 6 32 Hartland For- 30 June 27, 1 170 Dom -------------------- ~ 
mation. 1957. 

~ 196a. G6-8c Superior Elec- 1958 257 Drv 39 2H -------- Ice-contact 10.5 Feb. 3, 50 -------- T Chemical analy-
tric Co. deposits. 1958. sis in table 7. 

196b. G6-8c -----do ___________ 1958 250 Drv 43 2!,~ 43 _____ do ___________ 7.3 May7, 15 -------- T Do. 1-1 

1958. 0 
197-- G6-6g Bristol Brass 1953 240 Drl 47 8 47 ____ .do .. _________ 14.7 Oct. 24, 100 9 T Screen, 20 ft of z 

Corp. 1953. 150-slot. '(]2 

198 .. G6-5f _____ do _____ ------ 1953 235 Drl 41 8 41 -----do ___________ 8. 8 Nov.4, 150 14 T Screen, 15 ft of 
1953. 150-slot. 

210.- G6-6a New Britain 1922 255 Csn 30 600 >so Undi:fferen- 4 ---------- -------- 9 Ps Part of White 
Water Dept. tiated strati- Bridge Develop-

fl.~(\ f"!.~!)O'!it'!. ment which also 
includes 20 
drilled wells 
having a total 
combined yield 
of3.3 mgd. 
See figure 5. 
Chemical analy-
sis in table 7. t..:l 

Cl.j 



TABLE 3.-Records of selected wells and test holes in the Bristol-Plainville-Southington area, OonnecHcut-Continued 

Alti- Water level Yield 
Year tude Type Depth Diameter Depth (gallons Draw-

Well Location Owner com- above of well of well of well to bed- Water-bearing per down Use Remarks 
pleted sea or hole (feet) (inches) rock formation Feet Date of min- (feet) 

level (feet) below measure- ute) 
(feet) lsd ment 

Town of Plainville 

Pv L ... H6-4h Plainville 1944 180 Drl 66.5 10 -------- Proglacial de- 2.9 1944 _____ 500 13.7 Ps Temperature, 51°F 
Water Co. posits. on Mar. 6, 1957. 

Screen, 60-slot, 
12-in. diameter, 
11 ft long, set at 
65 ft. Gravel-
packed. Chemi-
cal analysis in 
table 7. Dis-
charge and draw-
down for a well 
performance test 
are given in 

2.--- H6-4h _____ do _____ -----_ 1946 180 Drl 63.5 16 -------- _____ do ___________ 3. 7 1946 _____ 750 20.3 Ps 
table 5. 

Screen, 80-slot, 16-
in. diameter, 10 
ft long. Gravel-
packed. Dis-
charge and draw-
down for a well 
performance test 
are given in 
table 5. 

5 .. -- H6-4h Trumbull Div., 1947 190 Drl 50 10 -------- _--_.do ....• ___ --_ 17 Nov.16, 225 15 Ind Two 12-in., 60-slot 
General Elec- 1954. screens, 6 ft in 
trlc Corp. length, set with 

bottoms at 48 ft 
and 34 ft, respec-
tively. Gravel-
packed. 5a ___ H6-4h _____ do ___________ 1911 190 Drl 1,008 1Q-6 218 New Haven -------- ---------- 16 -------- Abd Drilled to obtain 

Arkose. industrial sup-
ply. Yield was 
insufficient. 

t...:> 
Jo.j:::... 

C::! 
trJ 
0 
~ 
0 

--~ 
§ 
0 

~ 
t::;j 

~ 
J:l 

~ 
~ 
I 

b5 

~ 
i a a 
1-3 



19 ___ , H6-4f I Walter Sullivan-! 1939 I 410 I Drl I 220 I 8 I 
10 I Middle pru-t of r·------~---------- 6 -------- Dom Chemical analysis 

Newark in table 7. 

I Tomasso, Inc ••• I I 245 I Drl I I 8 I 
Group. 

22 •• .1 H6-5g 1953 200 150 j__ ___ do ___________ 2G-25 Aug. 180 75 Ind Drilled to 220 ft 
1953. and backfilled 

10ft . 
23. _ ., H6-5g 

~~~~~~::~~~~~~~~~~~ L~:~--1 250 I Drl 

I 
169 

I 
8 

I 
.. 

1 

_____ do _________ --r 4-15 

1-::::::: 
60 124 lnd Chemical analysis 

in table 7. 
23a •. H6-5g 250 Drl 62 8 62 Ice-contact de- 12-15 30 -------- Ind Water level affect-

posits. ed by pumping 
of well Pv 23. 
Drilled in late 

I 2651 I Abd 
1940's. 

24 ••• 1 H6-4h I Trumbull Div., I 1954 

I 190 I Drl I 
161 

I 
12 ~--------~ Progl!lcial de- 16 I Nov.16, I 74 I Log in table 4. 

~ General Elec- pos1ts. 1954. Drilled to 215 ft 
tric Corp. by reverse-rotary 8 method, 30-in. 1?;1 

diameter. Set ~ l.'lO ft of 12-in. I 
casing. Annu- bj 
lar space filled 1?;1 
with fine gravel. ~ Screen, 10ft long, 
set at 161 ft. ~ Well drew in silt 
and clay. For- Q 

mation could not ~ 

I 190 I Drl I I 
12 ~--------~-- ___ do ______ ----~ 

I 2401 I Ind 
be stabilized. 0 33 ..• 1 H6-4h I Trumbull Div., 11954 74 17 I Apr.1, 29 I Screen, 10 ft long, ~ General Elec- 1955. set at bottom. 

~ tric Corp. Underreamed 
around screen 
and gravel- 1-1 

Oct. 29, 
packed. 

~ 37 ..• , G6-6i I W. Chamber- 1956 230 Drl 358 6 158 New Haven 42 2 158 Dom Fine sand, 0 to 
lain. Arkose. 1956. 158ft. UJ 

4L. H6-5g Acme Spring 1956 230 Drl 176 8 108 Middle part of li Sept. 17, 30 19 Ind Hardpan, 0 to 108 
Co. Newark 1956. ft; red rock, 108 

Group. to 176ft. 
48 ••• , H6-5d I w. NeldwleckL 1958 355 Drl 85 6 1 ____ .do ____ ----- __ Flow- Jan. 25, 40 10 Dom Trap rock, 1 to 

ing. 1958. 85ft. 
55___ H6-4j New Britain 1952 180 Wb 149 ---------- -------- Ice-contact -------- ------·--- -------- -------- T Map location 

Water Dept. deposits. approximate. 
li7 ••• H6-4d Plainville 1958 180 Drl 94 8 -------- ----.do ___________ 2. 7 May7, liOO 19.3 Ps Chemical analysis 

Water Co. 1958. in table 7. 

---
~ 
01 



TABLE 3.-Records of selected wells and test holes in the BristoZ..PlainviZZe-Smtthitngton area, Oonnecticut-Oontinued 

Alti- Water level Yield 
Year tude Type Depth Diameter Depth (gallons Draw-

Well Location Owner com- above of well of well of well to bed- Water-bearing per down Use Remarks 
pleted sea or hole (feet) (inches) rock formation Feet I Daleo! min- (feet) 

level (feet) below measure- ute) 
(feet) lsd ment 

Town of Southington 

s 8 ______ G5-3g F. Madin _______ 1937 210 Dug 22 24 -------- Ice-contact de- 18.64 May7, -------· -------- Dom Chemical analysis 
posits. 1956. iu table 7, 16 _____ G5-3g S. Suchar _______ 1922 195 Drl 95 6 12 New Haven 4.21 May7, -------- -------- Dom, See figure 3 for hy-
Arkose. 1956. obs drograph. 16a ____ G5-3g _____ do ___________ 1917 195 Dug 12 24 12 Ice-contact de- 3.94 May7, -------- -------- Obs --------------------posits. 1956. 18 _____ G5-3f Southington 1943 150 Drl 55.2 16 -------- Undifferenti- 7 July 21, 500 15 Ps 

Water Dept. ated stratified 1943. 
19 _____ G5-6f ----.do ___________ 1953 124 Drl 93.5 16 -------- ---~~gg~!~~: ______ 10.7 June 18, 500 17 Ps 

1953. 

76 _____ G5-5c Jacobowski ______ 1952 280 Drl 88 6 10 Prospect Gneiss. 15.20 July 23, ·------- -------- Dom, 
1956. obs 

82 _____ G5-3g W. Kaiser ______ -·------ 200 Dug 14.5 36 -------- Ice-contact 10.05 July 23, -------- -------- Obs ___ 
deposits. 1956. 

96 _____ G5-6c R. Brayfield ____ -------- 130 Dug 11 24 -------- Proglacial 8.54 July 25, -------- ____ .,. ___ Dom, 
deposits. 1956. obs 

102 ____ G5-3e Cunningham ___ -------- 270 Dug 28 30 28 Ground- 24.40 July 25, -------- -------- Obs ___ 
moraine 1956. 
deposits. 130 ____ H5-1c J. Welch ________ 1928 225 Drl 202 6 12 New Haven 10 Aug.3, ------- .. -------- Dom __ 
Arkose. 1956. 144 ____ H5-1e R. Mongillo. ___ 1952 220 Drl 140 6 -------- Ice-contact -------- ---------- 14 -------- Dom __ 

235__ __ H6-9h New Britain ,.~ "''T" 
32.5 12 "' 

1 

___ :':'a:~<:: ______ 4.5 I Aog.l~ 1,250 10.2 Ps ____ 
Water Dept. 1956. 

p 

l:.,j 
~ 

G:l 
t_:l;j 

g 
0 

--~ 
fa 
0 

~ 
t::l 

~ 
~ 
J:' 

~ 
rJ). 

1-3 
I 

Q 

~ 
E= 

~ 
~ a 
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256 ____ G5-6d A. Hubeny ______ 1957 140 Drl 100 6 90 New Haven Flow-
Arkose. ing. 

296 ____ H6-7h New Britain 1950 210 Drl 68 6 -------- Ice-contact --------Water Dept. deposits. 298 ____ H6-7d Pratt & -------- 170 Drl 66 10 -------- Proglacial --------Whitney Air- deposits. 
craft Corp. 

302 ____ G6-9f _ ____ do ___________ 
-----·-- 160 Drl 83 12 -------- _____ do ___________ 

3 

33L __ H5-1d Southington 1959 175 Drl 74 24-16 -------- Ice-contact 13.0 
Water Dept. deposits. 

Jan. 3, -------- -------· 1957. 

---------- 430 16 

---------- 250 ........................ 

---------- 500 61 

Dec. 3, 510 13.5 
1959. 

Dom__ Sand and gravel, 1 
to 90ft. Chem-
ical analysis in 
table 7. 

T Slotted casing set 
at 58 ft. Ind ___ One of a group of 
four wells. These 
wells have 60-
slot screw-on 
screens, 12-in. 
diameter, 12 ft 
long. On each 
well one screen is 
set at bottom 
and one screen is 
set about 20 ft 
above bottom. 
Chemical anal-
ysis in table 
7. Ind ___ Screen, 60-slot, 12-
in. diameter, 12ft 
long. Gravel-

Ps 
packed. 

Screen, 15 ft of No. 
5 set at 53 ft. 

~ 
8 
t".l 
~ 
I 

Ill 
t".l 

~ 
~ 
~ 

~ 
~ 
UJ 

t-.,j 
-...;( 
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Domestic supplies of water are generally obtainable from the mid
dle part of the Newark Group. However, because the rocks underlie 
a rugged, sparsely settled highland in the eastern areas of Plainville 
and Southington, few wells penetrate them. The Shuttle Meadow 
Forn1ation is the unit of the 1niddle part of the Newark penetrated by 
1nost wells. The East Berlin Formation occurs within the area only 
in the extreme northeast corner of Plainville where no v7 ells have 
been ch·illed. The oc.currence of water-bearing joints in t]·o,se rocks 
depends to a greater or lesser degree on lithology. Columnar jointing 
occurs only in the lava flows, but varies greatly in degree fron1 place 
to place. Large joints cut across sedimentary rocks and lava flows 
alike, but less continuous joints result from the difference in resistance 
to fracturing between the Shuttle Meadow Formation and the under
lying and overlying flows. The Shuttle Meadow was buttressed be
tween two flows and was, at places, intensely jointed by str~sses that 
did not produce cmnparable effects in the basalt. The interlr.yering of 
sedimentary rocks and flows and differences in the degree of jointing 
give rise to variable ground-water conditions, as illustrated in the fol
lowing comparison. The Holyoke Basalt at the site of well Pv 48 is 
closely jointed. The well will produce at least 40 gpm whe"'l pumped 
and, despite its location high on a gentle slope, overflows several gal
lons per minute. On the other hand, the Holyoke Basalt at the site of 
well Pv 19 was unproductive. This well penetrates 200 feet through 
the flow and an additional 20 feet into the underlying sedilnentary 
rock (table 3). It produces 12 to 15 gpm from the 10 fe€t or so of 
sediments immediately under the flow. Thus, the flow may act either 
as a water-bearing formation, as in well Pv 48, or an impenetrable 
barrier that confines water in the tmderlying sedimentary rocks, as 
in well Pv 19. 

Wells Pv 22, 23, and 41, which are located within a s1n~.ll area in 
Cooks Gap, obtain yields of 180, 60, and 30 gpm, respecth·ely, from 
the Shuttle Meadow Fonnation. The large yields of these wells sug
gest that the Shuttle Meadow is exceptionally fractured in Cooks Gap 
and 1nay be a likely source of additional large supplies. 

THE BEDROCK SURFACE 

In preglacial time, during the Tertiary Period, the surface of the 
bedrock was eroded by streams that cut deep valleys. During glacia
tion the valleys may have been overdeepened by glacial erosion. Pre
glacial valleys in the bedrock extend through the present ~ ··1innipiac 
River valley, Cooks Gap, the Pequabuck River valley, and through 
Eight1nile River and Judd Brook valleys. The present major streams 
correspond generally to the positions of their preglacial vdleys, but 
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they flow on glacial deposits at altitutes much above the bedrock 
surface. 

The character of the preglacial erosion surface greatly affects the 
ground-water resources of the area. The stratified glacial deposits, 
the most permeable water-bearing units, were deposited in the valleys. 
Where they overlie the deeper preglacial valleys, the deposits are 
exceptionally thick and also exceptionally favorable for obtaining 
large supplies of ground water. Therefore, knowledge of the location 
and extent of preglacial valleys serves as a .guide to tl'':) systematic 
exploration for large ground-water supplies. 

The positions and shapes of the preglacial valleys ar€ indicated in 
plate 1 by contours drawn on the buried bedrock surfaee. The con
tours are generalized because data on the depth to roc1r: are sparse. 
In detail, the bedrock surface probably is as irregular where it is 
deeply buri'ed as where it is exposed, or nearly exposed, O'l hills. 

Cooks Gap, at the eastern border of Plainville, is strean1-cut. John
son (1931, p. 31-32) proposed that the ancestral Farmington
Connecticut River flowed southeastward on the sloping surface of 
Cretaceous sediments and cut down through the sedim ~nts into the 
underlying rocks of Triassic age transverse to their structural trend. 
Cooks Gap is a part of the ancient stream valley. The stream must 
have been diverted fron1 the gap before Tertiary erosion e'lded, because 
the preglacial valley of the ancestral Pequabuck-Quinnipiac River, 
which trends southward between wells Pv 5a and 53 (pls. 1, 3) is 
n1ore than 100 feet lower in altitude than the bedrock fhor of Cooks 
Gap. The ancestral Pequabuck-Quinnipiac River cut the deepest 
valley in the area and undoubtedly was the last maj(_)r preglacial 
stream. 

The deepest buried valleys are narrow and the deep valley of the 
ancestral Pequabuck River west of Hurley Hill is aln1ost straight. 
The buried valleys beneath the lowland of Eightmile River and the 
lowland of the Pequabuck and Quinnipiac Rivers in Southington and 
Plainville are sinuous, but they also are narrow and steep sided. 

Benchlike rock terraces that are concealed by stratified glacial 
deposits border the thalwegs of the buried valleys. Erosional rem
nants of the terraces at places jut through the glacial dep')sits. Other 
erosion features are narrow valleys, which were abandoned by streams 
in favor of other courses. A good example is the small valley east 
and northeast of Hurley Hill in Bristol. This valley ,~as cut to its 
lowest known bedrock altitude of 214 feet at well Bs 171 (G5-5f) by 
a preglacial stream that later abandoned it (well is on line, B-B', pl. 1). 
The stream probably was diverted through the small valley to the 
east, which is now occupied by Copper Mine Brook (pl. 3) and which 
has a minimum bedrock altitude of 149 feet at well Bs 166 (G6-6d). 

~35-991--64----3 
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UNCONSOLIDATED DEPOSITS 

The unconsolidated deposits consist of glacial deposits of Pleistocene 
age and eolian, alluvial, and swamp deposits of Pleistocene.l ~) and 
Recent age. The glacial deposits are divided into, ground-moraine 
deposits and stratified deposits. The stratified deposits are divided 
further into ice-contact, undifferentiated stratified, and proglacial 
deposits. 

The most important occurrence of the Pleistocene Epoch was a 
south-moving ice sheet that entirely covered Connecticut during Wis
consin tim_e. Although moraines of Iowan and Tazewell age occur to 
the south on Long Island, the glacial deposits in the Bristol-Plainville
Southington area are probably of the later Cary Stade (Flint, 1953; 
Denny, 1956). Erosion by the ice removed the m_antle of w~athered 
rock that had forrned during the Tertiary. Masses of solid rock also 
were plucked or torn out of place. Rock that would not yield in 
this way was abraded by rock fragments carried in the ice. ~-:'he rock 
material picked up by the ice was eventually redeposited, in part 
directly from the ice as ground moraine and in part by glacial streams 
as stratified drift. 

As the ice retreated, the bare glacial deposits were eroded by the 
wind. Silt and fine sand were swept up by the wind and red~posited 
as a thin discontinuous mantle. Eolian deposition probahly con
tinued into Recent time but was retarded as vegetation took hold. 
Alluvium was deposited on the flood plains. Organic debris, silt, 
and sand were deposited in the swamps that occupied poorly drained 
depressions. 

GROUND-MORAINE DEPOSITS OF PLEISTOCENE AGE 

Ground-moraine deposits of Pleistocene age are extensive but gen
erally thin deposits of unconsolidated material that mantle the bed
rock. They are composed of till-unsorted rock material deposited 
directly from the ice-and some scattered small lenses of stratified 
sand and gravel. The ,ground-moraine deposits probably were 
formed 1nainly by accretion of till as the ice advanced, but some were 
formed later as a residuum of stagnant ice. They are fairly thick 
and persistent on hills and are concealed beneath later glacial sand 
and gravel deposits in the valleys. However, the deposits of till in 
the valleys must be both thinner and less persistent than the ground 
moraine on the hills, for they are logged by drillers in few w~lls that 
penetrate thick stratified drift. 

CHARACTER AND OCCURRENCE 

The ground-moraine deposits are composed of two lithologic types 
of till: a red till derived principally frmn the sedimentary rocks and 
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a gray till derived from the metamorphic rocks. The two types are 
little intermixed; in general they overlie the rock type" from which 
they were derived. 

The ground moraine in the Lowland section, which is generally east 
of the Mixville fault, is composed of reel till. The chs.racter of the 
reel till varies from place to place, being either reel and clayey, light 
red and sandy, or reddish brown and sandy. Pebbles. cobbles, and 
boulders, generally not exceeding 1¥2 feet in diameter, are abundant. 
A large proportion of the stones is composed of basaltic rocks. Most 
stones, however, are of arkose and fine-grained sandsto:'le. 

In the upland section the ground moraine is compos3d of gray to 
light olive gray, very sandy till. The till is weakly coJ1~sive. Sand 
grains of quartz and mica commonly form a dominant proportion of 
the matrix, and clay and silt occur in small amounts. Stones range in 
size from pebbles to large boulders, a.nd the proportion of the different 
sizes vary from place to place. The stones show all de~ees of round
ing but semi-angular or angular ones are most comm ':ln. Angular 
boulders at places are thickly distributed on the gro,lnd moraine. 
Some boulders are as much as 6 to 8 feet across. 

Data from 85 drilled wells and 5 dug wells completely penetrating 
the ground-moraine deposits in the Lowland indicate that the deposits 
average about 24 feet in thickness. In the upland secthn, 33 drilled 
wells and 4 dug wells reaching bedrock penetrate an average thickness 
of 22 feet of deposits. The thickness in both upland and lowland 
varies greatly from place to place and depends much on irregularities 
in the bedrock surface underlying the deposits. Generally, the 
thickest ground-moraine deposits are on gently sloping hillsides. 

WATER-BEARING PROPERTIES 

The water-bearing characteristics of the ground-moraine deposits 
are determined generally by the till that makes up th~ bulk of the 
deposits. Till is poorly sorted, and the fine sand, silt, and clay that it 
contains fill in the spaces between the coarser material. Thus, most 
pore spaces in the till are small and will permit only very slow move
ment of water. The gray till, which has a higher proportion of sand 
in its matrix, is probably a somewhat better water-bearing material 
than the red till, which generally has a clayey matrix. Small sand 
and gravel lenses locally enhance the water-bearing properties of the 
ground -moraine deposits. 

Precipitation that enters the soil and percolates downward is the 
source of the water. The ground water in the deposits is unconfined 
and is free to move, under the influence of gravity, through the pore 
spaces. In general, the water table follows the contour of the land 
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surface, and the water in the deposits moves downslope from. upland 
areas to the streams. 

Information is available on a total of 35 wells that draw water from 
ground-moraine deposits. Their average depth is 16 feet and the 
average depth to water is 10 feet. In general, large-diameter dug 
wells, which present a large wall area to allow infiltration from the 
:formation, probably can sustain a yield of 1 to 2 gpm. Large-diam
eter wells also store a large volume of water and are therefore able 
to meet short-term withdrawals that exceed their sustained yields. In 
this way, ground-moraine deposits can provide adequate SUfl)lies of 
water to many households. On the other hand, small-diameter driven, 
drilled, or bored wells are too s1nall in wall area to obtain Fnfficient 
·supplies of water. At many places till is too thin or imperrreable to 
:Supply sufficient amounts, or wells are subject to contamination. For 
these reasons drilled wells penetrating bedrock have replaced dug 
wells in ground-moraine deposits at many places. 

A few seepage springs provide small supplies from till. The 
springs generally are located on the lower slopes of hills or in small 
drainage ways. 

STRATIFIED QLACIAL DEPOSITS OF PLEISTOCENE AGE 

The stratified glacial deposits were deposited during retre~,t of the 
ice sheet when large volumes of meltwater were released and flowed 
southward. Retreat came about by down wasting of the ice and subse
quent stagnation in zones along the margin of the ice. During the 
early stages of retreat, stratified drift was deposited mainly ir contact 
with stagnant ice; these deposits are called "ice-contact deposits." 
Later, when little stagnant ice remained in the area, the stratif~d drift 
was deposited mainly in glacial lakes in the Pequabuck and Quinni
piac River valleys. When the lakes were destroyed, the latest deposits 
of stratified drift were laid down by a glacial stream flowing through 
the Pequabuck and Quinnipiac valleys; these stratified glacial deposits 
formed in nearly ice-free areas in front of the ice sheet are called "pro
glacial deposits." 

The ice-contact and proglacial deposits occur mainly in sfquences. 
Each sequence was deposited within a separate glacial-strear' system 
that was controlled by a gap or spillway on bedrock, on earlier glacial 
deposits, or on stagnant ice masses. The streams deposited sediment 
and graded their beds to the particular spillway. At the completion 
of its formation, a sequence was a series of smooth-topped deposits 
whose surface ideally was graded and was broken only by bodies of ice 
and earlier deposits rising above its level. In those sequences that 
formed in contact with stagnant bodies of ice, the deposits collapsed 
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as the ice melted away. Parts of the depositional surfaces are pre
served only on the broader ice-contact features. In gell.eral, the 
deposits of the same sequence, regardless of morphologic type, are 
similar in composition. However, deposits of adjacent sequences may 
vary widely in lithology, topographic expression, and internal 
structure. 

The stratified glacial deposits are grouped below as ice-contact 
deposits, proglacial deposits, and undifferentiated stratified deposits, 
according to morphology and lithology. 

ICE-CONTACT DEPOSITS 

Ice-contact deposits were laid down by glacial streams and consist 
principally of sand and gravel. They overlie the ground-moraine 
deposits in valleys and along hillsides and, in general, thicken toward 
the center of valleys. They exceed 200 feet in thicknesf' at places but 
generally are thinner. A few lenses of till occur in ice-contact de
posits and are presumed to have flowed off the surfaces of adjacent 
wasting ice masses in the manner described by Hartshorn ( 1958). 

The morphology of the ice-contact deposits was determined prin
cipally by the form of the stagnant ice against which they were laid 
down. Several n1orphologic types that are present are kames, kame 
plains, kame terraces, ice-channel fillings and a ka1ne del'".a. These de
posits are closely related in origin, and Inany examples of each abut or 
coalesce. The deposits can be defined as follows: A kan1e is a hillock or 
mound of sand and gravel having ice-contact slopes. A ka1ne plain is a 
n1ore extensive feature having a smooth top and peripheral ice-contact 
slopes. A terrace along a hillside or valley wall whose valleyward 
edge is of ice-contact origin is a kame terrace. An ice-channel filling 
is a linear deposit formed in a channel in stagnant ice and includes 
landfonns called both crevasse fillings and eskers. A kame delta is 
a delta formed in contact with stagnant ice where a glacial stream 
flows into a glacial lake. The ice-contact slopes of a kame delta are 
on its upstream side. Large ice-channel fillings have a tendency to be 
coarser, and the ka1ne delta is on the whole finer, than cor"':'elated depos
its. Low, intervening ice-contact deposits having no distinct topo
graphic form occur adjacent to the deposits just described. 

Ice-contact deposits in the Pequabuck-Quinnipiac lowland consist 
of red sand and gravel derived from the Triassic sedimentary rocks. 
The ice-contact deposits in Southington, with some exceptions, con
stitute a single sequence. A zone of stagnant ice extendqd northward 
from the approximate latitude of Plantsville to Patto:tl Brook, and 
southward-flowing glacial streams laid down kames, ice-channel fill
ings, and kame terraces among the stagnant ice masses. Near Broad 
Acres, southeast of Milldale, the streams flowed into a glacial lake 
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and deposited a kame delta. Ice-contact deposits in Cooks Gap and 
along the sides of Redstone and Campground Hills are probably close 
in age to those in Southington, but most likely the two are deposits 
of separate stream systmns. 

The ice-contact deposits are in general significantly coarser grained 
than the proglacial deposits in the Quinni piac-Pequabuck low land. A 
representative section of exposed ice-contact 1naterials is about 15 to 
20 feet of cobble gravel (which includes some lenses of s:J,nd and, 
near or at the top of the section, some lenses of boulder gravel) over
lying 20 to 30 feet of medium and coarse sand interbedded with some 
pebble and cobble gravel. The uppermost 6 to 8 feet of gravel in 
many places is particularly coarse and poorly sorted. A few lenses 
of flowtill occur in the deposits. The bedding is horizonta1 ex.cept 
where it collapsed along the ice-contact margins and arour<l kettle 
holes; however, beds generally are continuous for no more than about 
200 feet, and much of the coarser material occurs in thick lenses a few 
tens of feet across. The kame delta, near Broad Acres southeast of 
Milldale, is distinctive in structure and texture. It is composed of 5 
to 10 feet of horizontally bedded sand and gravel that overlies south
ward dipping even-bedded medium sand. The foreset or dipping 
sand beds contain scattered pebbles but no interbedded gravel. 

The logs of wells indicate the ice-contact deposits in the part of the 
lowland in Southington consist of interbedded sand and gravel at 
depth. In these deposits are thick zones of fine material, such as 
the 25.5-foot thickness of fine sand and clay in wellS 288 (H5-1d, 0.15 
mile east of the village of Southington). However, gravel was pene
trated in the other zones described in this well log, both ab1ve and 
below the zone of fine material. The logs available and verbal reports 
of drillers indicate no consistent vertical gradation in these deposits. 
Gravel or fine sand may be struck at any depth during drilling. 

The terms used in well logs to describe these deposits ne~d some 
explanation. The tenn "clay balls" used in the log of wellS 288 may 
refer to stones of decayed red shale that are common in exposed gravel 
beds. Many of the stones are soft enough to crumble in tl'~ hand, 
and they probably wash up out of a drill hole as 1ninute frr.gments. 
The term "hardpan" is applied by many drillers to fine-grain':)d hard
packed stratified sand and silt. By other drillers the term is used for 
poorly sorted gravel that is similar to till. In logs of wells S 235 
and 296, the term refers to fine 1naterial. 

The ice-contact deposits exposed in Cooks Gap are mostly coarse
grained, poorly sorted cobble gravel containing lenses of sand. Infor
mation on the subsurface character of the material indicates that the 
gravel generally caps the deposits. At well Pv 22 (H6-5g) tl'~ gravel 
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is 30 feet thick and overlies fine material. At wells p,T 23 (H6-5g) 
and 23a, however, gravel persists downward to bedrock. Wells Pv 41 
(H6-5g) and 55 (H6-4j) are at altitudes below the constructional ter
race level and penetrate fine-grained material. 

The group of ice-contact deposits along the east sides of Camp
grOlmd and Redstone Hills is varied in texture. Wert of Johnson 
Avenue in Plainville, the deposits consist of southward-dipping beds 
of red pebble and cobble gravel and sand overlain by a thin mantle 
of yellow sand and, in places, gravel. The log of well Pv 46 (H6-4a, 
on the northern border of Plainville) shows the material is mostly 
fine grained at depth but contains gravel beds at variour places in the 
section. Exposures in the parts of the terraces both no-rth and south 
of the Pequabuck River show crossbedded sand, in plr~es contorted 
by collapse. A thin discontinuous mantle of yellow sand also overlies 
the terraces at these exposures. Wells Pv 37 and 39 (see li~e B-B' pl. 3) 
reportedly penetrated fine sand overlying bedrock. Slightly south
west of these, well Bs 172 (G6-6h) penetrated gravel. The deposits 
forming the kame terrace extending southward along the east side 
of Redstone Hill are not well exposed. Records of wells Pv 13 
( G6-9f), Pv 52 ( G6-9c), and S 263 ( G6-9f) indicate that the terrace 
materials are 20 to 35 feet thick. 

In Copper Mine Brook and Eightmile River valleys, the ice-contact 
deposits were laid down by glacial streams flowing principally from 
the sn1all valleys tributary to Copper Mine Brook and, to a lesser 
extent, from the Pequabuck River valley. The material supplied from 
these valleys was derived from the metamorphic rocks and is white, 
light gray, or yellow. Red or pink sand and gravel derive-:llocally from 
the Triassic rocks occur in the southern part of Copper Mine Brook 
valley and at depth throughout much of the area. 

The ice-contact deposits in Copper Mine Brook and Eightmile River 
valleys are composed of sand and gravel. Discontinuous beds and 
lenses of pebble and cobble gravel are numerous in the upper 10 to 20 
feet of the deposits, but are fewer at greater depths. Beds of sand, 
mostly mediun1 and fine, commonly make up the lower parts of expo
sures. Most individual beds of materials are continuous for a few 
tens of feet and range in thickness from about one-sixteenth of an inch 
to generally no more than a foot. 

In the New England Upland part of Bristol, ice-.contact deposits 
were formed against stagnant ice masses that lay along the Pequabuck 
River and Polkville Brook and in the vicinity of Birge Pond. Succes
sive sequences of ice-contact deposits were formed as the ice shrank 
and lower base levels were established. 

The stratified deposits in the New England Upland are composed 
of white or light-gray sand and gravel. Stones are of metamorphic 
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rock. The upper parts of the deposits contain many lenticular bodies 
of cobble and finer gravel. Much of the gravel occurs as a discontin
uous capping generally 10 to 20 feet thick but perhaps as 1nuch as 
40 feet thick. The logs of wells generally indicate the deposits to be 
sand and smne interbedded gravel at depth. At well Bs 4a, a test well 
immediately adjacent to supply well Bs 4 (G6-4h), sand was the only 
stratified material logged (table 4). Well Bs 57 (G6-4h) pfnetrated 
225 feet of sand that contained little gravel, and well Bs 5()1 ( G6-4h) 
reportedly was drilled through 90 feet of sand. Except near the sur
face, gravel is spottily distributed in these deposits, according to the 
available information. 

PROGLACIAL DEPOSI':m 

Proglacial deposits consist of glacial-lake deposits and valley-train 
deposits. Glacial-lake deposits were laid down in bodies of open 
water in Plainville and the southern part of Southington. The valley
train deposits consist of sand and gravel deposited by glacial strea1ns 
in the Pequabuck River valley in Plainville and in the Quinnipiac 
River valley after the valleys were largely free of ice. P-:-oglacial 
deposits are stratigraphically higher or later in age than ice-contact 
deposits, but they lie at lower altitudes than the ice-contact deposits. 

The proglacial deposits in the Quinnipiac-Pequabuck lowland are 
extensive and are more than 300 feet thick at well Pv 58 (pl. 3). They 
lie at lower altitudes than and overlap the margins of the ict~-contact 
deposits. They may rest directly on bedrock or an intervening layer 
of till, or on undifferentiated stratified deposits. The proglacial 
deposits exhibit a unifor1n stratigraphic succession. Generally, sand 
and gravel of valley-train deposits overlie fine sand, silt, and clay of 
lake deposits. 

The valley-train deposits range frmn fine sand to cobble gravel 
within short distances, both horizontally and vertically. Cut-and-fill 
structures and crossbedding are com1non. The lithologic V",riations 
are attributable to deposition in rather narrow, shifting channels in 
which the velocity of nwltwater flow varied greatly. 

In the Milldale area the lake deposits underlying the valley train 
are only a few feet thick (pl. 3). At wellS 19 the lake deposits are 
described as 5 feet of clay, and at a nearby test boring, S 240 ( G5-6f), 
probably the uppermost 23.5 feet of fine red sand and silt are lake 
deposits. In Plainville the lake deposits are much thicker and con
sist of thin m1iform beds of clay, silt, and fine sand. Wells Pv 24 
and 53 (H6-4j) penetrated them to depths of 215 and 227 fee\ respec
tively. The log of well Pv 24 (table 4) gives the best availaHe infor
mation on the nature of the lake deposits found at depth. 
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TABLE 4.-Drillers' logs of geologic materials penetrated by representative wells 
and test borings in the Bristol-Plainville-Southington area 

[Stratigraphic interpretations by the author] 

Material 

I 
Thick-~ Depth II ness (feet) 
(feet) 

Material 

I 
Thick-~ Depth 

ness (feet) 
(feet) 

Bs 4a (G6-4h) 

[Bristol Water Department. Drilled by R. E. Chapman Co. in 1948. Screened from 56 to 76 feet. 
Altitude 430 feet] 

Ice-contact deposits: 
Water-bearing sand_______________ 76 

Ground-moraine deposits: 
Hardpan_------------------------

Hartland(?) Formation: 
76 Ledge __ -------------------------- ------

77 

Bs 1321 (G6-4h) 

[P. Perrault. Drilled by M.S. Buczko in 1957. Altitude 625 feet] 

II 
Hartland(?) Formation: I 

:~ Shalestone ________________ --------

Bs 148 (G6-6d) 

77 

142 

[Bristol Water Department. Drilled by R. E. Chapman Co. in 1957. Screened from 52 to 72 feet. 

Artificial fill: Gravel filL ______________________ _ 
Swamp deposits: 

Black peat. __ --------------------

6 

2 

Altitude 240 feet] 

Undifferentiated stratified de:rosits: 
6 Red sand__________________________ 17 

Water-bearing medium sand______ 20 
8 Water-bearing coarse sand________ 21 

Water-bearing graveL____________ 6 
Ground-moraine deposits: 

Hardpan ____ ---------------------- ------

Bs 164 (G6-6d) 

[Bristol Water Department. Drilled by R. E. Chapman Co. in 1957. Altitude 240 feet] 

Undifferentiated stratified deposits: 
Coarse graveL____________________ 10 
Fine graveL______________________ 13 
Gray silt_________________________ 42 

Undifferentiated stratified de:rnsits-
10 Continued 
23 Coarse graveL-------------------
65 

Pv 24 (H6-4h) 

5 

25 
45 
66 
72 

72 

70 

[General Electric Co., Trumbull Division. Drilled by Layne-New York Co. in 1954. Screen set at 161 
feet. Altitude 195 feet] 

Proglacial deposits: 
Buff sand and graveL ___________ _ 
Sand, gravel, and red clay _______ _ 
Fine muddy sand (mica flakes) __ _ Fine sand _______________________ _ 

Red clay ___ ----------------------
Fine sand._---------------------
Sand and red clay----------------Fine muddy sand _______________ _ 
Gray clay __ ----------------------

36] 
12 

1~-
2~· 341 
9 
9 

Proglacial deposits-Continued 
36 Fine sand _______________________ _ 
48 Clay ___ -------------------·------
55 Sand (clean>----------------------
67 Brownish-red clay _______________ _ 
68 Fine sand _______________________ _ 
88 Reddish clay_--------------------

122 Fine sand and clay ______________ _ 
131 Reddish clay_--------------------140 Fine sand and silt _______________ _ 

Pv 34 (H6-4g) 

[Strand Theatre. Drilled by Francis Flood in 1941. Altitude 185 f~et] 

2 
7 

12 
6 
5 
2 

20 
2 

19 

142 
149 
161 
167 
172 
174 
194 
196 
215 
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TABLE 4.-Drillers' logs of ueologio materials penetrated by representative wel'l8 
and test borings in the Bristol-Plainville-Southington area-Cont'nued 

Material 

I
Thick-1 Depth II ness (feet) 
(feet) 

Material 

I 
Thick-~ Depth 

ness (feet) 
(feet) 

Pv 4.2 (H6-4e) 

[New Britain Water Department. Drilled by R. E. Chapman Co. in 1952. Altitude 1~0 feet] 

Pro~';';.';!,~~~~:-------------------1 ·I II 
Proglacial deposits-Continued I I 

6 Silt and clay--------------------- 253 259 

Pv 46 (H6-4a) 

[New Britain Water Department. Drilled by R. E. Chapman Co. in 1954. Altitude 170 feet] 

lee-contact deposits: Ice-contact deposits-Continued 
Sand and graveL_________________ 12 12 Fine sand, scattered graveL______ 13 93 
Fine sand and clay--------------- 8 20 Medium sand____________________ 17 110 
Brown clay_______________________ 36 56 Fine sand and clay--------------- 5 115 
No record ___ --------------------- 16 72 RefusaL.------------------------ ------ 115 
Clay and hardpan________________ 8 80 

S 19 (Gf-6f) 

[Southington Water Department. Drilled by Layne-New York Co. in 1953. Screened from 75.5 to 93.5 
feet. Altitude 123.5 feet] 

Topsoil_ _________________ ------- _____ _ 
Proglacial deposits: 

Sand. ____ -----------------------
Clay ___________ ------------------

Undifferentiated stratified deposits: 
Sand and clay ___________________ _ 

4 
5 

3 

U ndifferentlated, etc.-Continued 
Sand.---------------------------- 12 

5 Boulder-------------------------- 1 
10 Medimr sand____________________ 34 

Sand and graveL_________________ 22 
13 Hard-packed sand and graveL____ 5 

S 235 (H6-9h) 

35 
36 
70 
92 
97 

(New Britain Water Department. Drilled by Stephen B. Church Co. in 1950. Screened from ~~.5 to 32.5 
feet. Altitude 200 feet] 

Ice-contact deposits: Ice-contact deposits-Continued 
Medium to coarse sand and Sand_----------------------------

boulders ______ ----------------__ 25 25 New Haven Arkose: 
Coarse sand______________________ 7 32 Rock _____________________________ ------
Hardpan.------------------------ 27 59 

S 281 (H6-7d) 

[Southington Water Department. Drilled by Layne-New York Co. in 1957. Altitude l'J5leet] 

~~gi~~~iaicteposits_: _____________ ------1 
Medium-coarse sand and graveL_ 

S 282 (H6-7d) 

[Southington Water Department. Drilled by Layne-New York Co. in 1957. Altitude 170 feet] 

60 

60 

90 
90 

Proglacial deposits: I I II Proglacial deposits-Continued I 
Medium coarse sand and graveL. 5 5 RefusaL--------------------------
Red clay and fine sand __ --------- 39.6 44.6 I~· 

S 283 (H6-7e) 

[Southington Water Department. Drilled by Layne-New York Co. in 1957. Altitude 175 feet] 

Proglacial deposits: 
Mediwn-brown sand and graveL. 14 

Undiffilrentiated stratified deposits: 
14 Medium and coarse sand and 

Red clay and fine sand___________ 38 
Red clay and fine sand; traces of 

52 graveL------------------------- 11 106 

graveL------------------------- 43 95 
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TABLE 4.-Drillers' logs of geologic materials f)enetrated by ref)1·esentative weZZ8 
and test borings in the Bristol-Plainville-Southington area-Continued 

Material Material 

I 
Thick-~ Depth 
nea (feet) 
(feet) I 

Thick-~ Depth II neal (feet) 
(feet) 

S 288 (H5-ld) 

[Southington Water Department. Drilled by Layne-New York Co. in 1957. Altitude 170 feet] 

Topsoil and clay_-------------------- 2 2 Ice-contact deposits-Continued 
Ice-contact deposits: Fine, medium, and coarse sand 

Medium sand, gravel, and clay ___ 13 15 and gravel-traces of clay balls_ 15 
Fine r,ed sand and clay----------- 25.5 40.5 Refusal ___ ------------------------
Fine and medium sand and graveL 10.5 51 

S 296 (H6-7h) 

[New Britain Water Department. Drilled by Stephen B. Church Co. in 1950. Altitude 210 feet] 

SoiL _______________ ------------------- 2 
Ice-contact deposits: 

Coarse sand_--------------------- 18 

2 Ice-contact deposits-Continred 
Hardpan._----------------------- 3 

20 Medium sand.------------------- 7 
Medium sand_------------------- 25 45 Fine sand.----------------------- 13 

S 297 (H6-7g) 

[New Britain Water Department. Drilled by Layne-New York Co. in 1950. Altitude 160 feet] 

Proglacial deposits: 
Coarse sand to medium graveL-- 20 
Fine sand, red____________________ 5 

Proglacial deposits-Continued 
20 Medium to coarse sand___________ 15 
25 Fine sand.·---------------------- 5 

Medium sand, red________________ 10 
Fine sand __ ---------------------- 10 

35 Red sand_________________________ 40 
45 

66 
66 

48 
lili 
08 

The red lake deposits around Milldale and Southington Recreation 
Park were derived from the sedimentary rocks. The material was 
probably supplied by the glacial streams in which the ice-contact 
deposits immediately to the north were deposited. However, as the 
ice sheet continued to retreat, the source of the meltw~.ter was more 
distant ice in the New England Upland part of the Farmington River 
valley to the north of the area. Thus, the higher part of the lake 
deposits in Plainville and the valley-train deposits in both Plainville 
and Southington are composed mostly of white, yellow, or gray mate· 
rial derived frorn metamorphic rocks. 

In most well logs the valley-train deposits and the lah~ deposits can 
be separated with reasonable certainty. Generally, tl'~ valley-train 
deposits are recorded as sand or sand and gravel, whereas the lake 
deposits are fine sand, silt, and clay. At well S 19 tl'~ valley-train 
deposits consist of 4 feet of sand; however, they are 3f) feet thick at 
well Pv 24, where they are logged as buff sand and gravel (table 4). 
At this well they also apparently grade down into the lake deposits 
through a 12-foot zone of sand, gravel, and red clay. Intermediate 
thicknesses of valley-train deposits are recorded at othe:r wells, includ· 
ing wells Pv 42, S 281, S 282, and S 297 (table 4) ; at some wells they 
are either absent or were not logged. 
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UNDIFFERENTIATED STRATIFIED DEPOSITS 

Stratified deposits that can be classed neither as ice-contact nor pro
glacial deposits are shown on the map as undifferentiated deposits. 
The deposits include: (1) Sand and gravel having no distinctive form 
that were deposited over stagnant ice masses and subseque'1tly let 
down as the ice melted away; such deposits are commonly interspersed 
with ice-contact deposits, but they have been mapped separately only 
where extensive. (2) Deposits formed by local streams after deglaci
ation was largely completed and possessing no distinctive fonn. (3) 
Deposits of obscure origin, principally discontinuous beds of sand and 
gravel, which occur at depth beneath lake deposits and whi~h may 
have been deposited beneath the ice sheet or at its margin by subglacial 
strea1ns. 

The extensive undifferentiated stratified deposits in Copper Mine 
Brook valley were, for the most part, deposited on top of sta.gr.ant ice. 
They are probably contmnporaneous with adjoining ice-contact; depos
its. When the ice n1eltecl, they were let clown to about their present 
altitudes. Their surface was planed off by Copper Mine Brook and 
its tributaries and veneered with alluvium. 

Logs of wells indicate that the stratified glacial deposits at depth 
consist principally of sand but contain some lenses or beds of gravel 
having few pebbles exceeding 2 inches in dia1neter. The naterial 
varies both vertically and horizontaUy. For example, wells Bs 148 
(G6-6d) and 164, 0.5 mile north of Forestville, are located al'')Ut 200 
feet apart, but the gray silt penetrated from 23 to 65 feet in c1~pth at 
well Bs 164 does not extend to well Bs 148 (table 4). 

Mechanical analyses of samples of materials from wells in Copper 
Mine Brook valley, in the eastern part of Bristol, are shown in the 
following table. 

Mechanical analyses of samples front 'f.tJells in Copper .iJI·ine Bt·ook Yalley and 
related calctt,lafions 

[Analyses and calculations by The Henry Souther Engineering Co., Hartford, Conn., February 27 and 
March 5, 1957. Results expressed as cumulative percent passing] 

Bs 159 Pilot hole Bs 164 Bs 165 Pilot holes 
Grain size (depth of for Bs 148 (depth of (depth of for Bs 148 

Sieve No. (mm) sample (depth of sample sample (depth of 
35 feet) sample 70 feet) 49 feet) sample 

53 feet) 65-72 feet) 

U------- ---------- 6.25 76.7 98.9 98.6 79.9 63.3 
10 ___ -------------- 1.9 72.3 92.8 64.8 49.3 20.9 14 ________________ - 1.3 67.2 88.1 39.5 34.1 16.0 20 ________________ - .95 60.9 81.8 25.4 22.9 11.2 30 ________________ - .65 50.8 68.2 14.7 12.0 7.1 
40 ___ -------------- .46 38.1 49.2 8.4 5.6 4.3 
50 ___ -------------- .33 22.6 28.1 5.6 2.4 2.2 
70 ____ ------------- .24 11.2 13.5 4.3 1.1 .6 
100 .• -------------- .15 4.8 4.3 2.9 .4 .2 

Effective size ______________ mm __ 0.22 0.20 0.47 0.54 0.85 
Type ________ 10 percent passing __ Fine sand Fine sand Coarse sand Coarse sand S'\ndy gravel 
Field velocity of water under 

1 percent hydraulic gradient 
feet per day __ .065 .065 6.33 6.33 6.33 
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Undifferentiated stratified deposits that consist of interbedded sand 
and gravel underlie the proglacial deposits near Millda.le. In Plain
ville and the northern part of Southington, the undifferentiated 
stratified deposits are for the most part thin and discontinuousr 
Presumably they include both deposits laid over ice and subsequently 
lowered as the ice melted away and deposits formed by subglacial 
streams. WellS 19 in the Milldale area penetrates a thickness of 87 
feet of undifferentiated deposits below a clay zone. The variable 
character of the deposits is illustrated by the log of this well and the 
logs of borings S 239 and 240. In northern Southington and in Plain
ville, gravel beds of the undifferentiated deposits underlie lake de
posits at, among other places, wells S 283, Pv 53 (H6-4j), Pv 34, and 
Pv 58 (H6-7d). Indications are that, generally, the gravel directly 
overlies the bedrock. 

HYDRAULIC PROPERTIES OF THE STRATIFIED GLACIAL DEPOSITS 

The wide variation in the lithology of the stratified glacial deposits 
suggests that there is also a wide variation in their water-bearing 
properties. Data summarized in table 5 frmn 19 wells finished in 
stratified glacial deposits indicate the good water-bearing properties 
of the deposits. Coefficients of transmissibility ealculated from the 
specific capacities-specific capacity is the yield per foot of drawdown 
in a well-of these wells ranged from about 5,000 gpd per ft to about 
100,000 gpd per ft. The calculations of trans1nissibilit~r fron1 specific 
capacity were based on a method described by Theis and others (1954) 
and are considered to be sufficiently accurate to indicate the general 
water-bearing excellence of the deposits. 

TABLE 5.-Speoific-capacUy data for selected wells finished in stratified glacial 
deposits and estimated coefficients of transm·issibUity for the deposits 

Discharge Drawdown Duration of Specifi,1 Transmis-
Well Q 8 pumping capacit:r sibility 

(gallons per (feet) (hours) (Q/s) (gpd perft. 
minute) rounded) 

Bs 4------------------- 800 32.3 48 25 20,000 
92 '----------------- 300 22 ---------------- 14 10,000 
123 '---------------- 200 12 -------------72- 17 25,000 148 _______________ -- 1,400 28 50 40,000 
149 __ --------------- 300 11 ---------------- 27 40,000 
150 __ --------------- 300 20 ---------------- 15 20,000 
197----------------- 100 9 18 12 10,000 
198 __ --------------- 150 14 7 11 10,000 Pv !_ __________________ 

680 14 ......... ------------- 50 70,000 2 _________________ --
1,000 20 ---------------- 49 70,000 

5 ____ --------------- 225 15 ---------------- 15 25,000 
24 __ - --------------- 265 74 ---------------- 4 5,000 
33 ___ --------------- 240 29 ---------------- 8 10,000 

8 18_- ----------------- 500 15 48 33 50,000 
19 __ ----------------- 500 17 146 29 40,000 
235_- ---------------- 1,250 10.2 12 123 110,000 
296 '----------------- 430 16 96 27 40,000 
302 '----------------- 500 61 ---------------- 8 10,000 
331_- ---------------- 510 13.5 168 38 40,000 

1 Slotted casing. 
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Coefficients of transmissibility also were computed from drillers' 
pumping test data for 3 of the 19 wells listed in table 5. The calcula
tions, based on nonequilibrium methods of analysis, gave values of 
about 6,000 gpd per ft, 11,000 gpd per ft, and 40,000 to 50,000 gpd per 
ft for the coefficients of transmissibility at wells Bs 197, Bs 4, and Bs 
148, respectively. These values for the coefficient of transmissibility 
are of the same general order of magnitude as the values computed 
from specific capacities. 

The coefficients of transmissibility given above probably ar~ repre
sentative of the more permeable deposits in the Bristol-Plainville
Southington area. Before most of these wells were construct,~d, how
ever, test wells were driven to locate suitable water-bearing materials. 
Most test wells penetrated materials of low or moderate permeability 
that did not yield the desired amount of water. 

Ground water in the stratified glacial deposits occurs mostJy under 
water-table conditions. Recharge is provided mainly by Y7ater of 
precipitation that infiltrates the ground and percolates to tl'~ water 
table. Ground water moves toward the streams, where it. is dis
charged. The depth to the water table ranges from a few feet near 
streams and swamps to probably about 100 feet in some highrtanding 
ice-contact deposits. Generally the water table is within 2f feet of 
the surface. At places ground water may be confined in the stratified 
glacial deposits by relatively impermeable strata. Confined ground 
water probably occurs to some extent in the deposits underlying the 
clay around Milldale. 

Some flowing wells have been constructed in the stratifie(l_ glacial 
deposits near streams, but, these wells probably do not flow a~- a result 
of artesian conditions. For instance, wells S 259 to 261, 1 mile north
east of Churchill Hill, are among a group of shallow driven wells, 20 
to 40 feet deep, that supply a fish hatchery by natural flow. The wells 
are driven either through the bed of Patton Brook or a short distance 
from the brook. The natural flow probably results from head differ
entials brought about by lateral subsurface movement of wat~r in the 
vicinity of the brook, rather than by artesian conditions. 

GROUND-WATER HYDROLOGY 

The preceding descriptions of the water-bearing formations were 
concerned with the individual formations as reservoirs of ground 
water and sources of supply. The broader aspects of the ground
water resources of the area require consideration of the relationship 
of the geologic formations to one another and their occurrE:nce in a 
hydrologic environment affected by many factors. 
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WATER TABLE AND MOVEMENT OF GROUND WATER 

The ground water in the area accommodates itself to the frame
work provided by the geologic and physical features. Ground water 
moves slowly through intergranular openings and fractures in the 
rocks. The general direction of subsurface flow is along the slope 
of the water table. 

The slope of the water table approximates that of the land surface, 
but it differs principally in being more subdued. Thus, the ground 
water moves from the uplands towards the streams. For the most 
part, the water table intersects or closely approaches the surfaces of 
streams and ponds, which can be considered to be outcrops of the 
water table. Where streams flow over impermeable rraterials, how
ever, the stream levels may not be related to the water table. 

The slope of the water table depends on variations in the permeabil
ity and thickness of the formations, on the structural anc. stratigraphic 
relationships of the formations, on the distribution of areas of recharge 
and discharge, and on the topography. The water table tends to 
have a steeper slope in less permeable materials than in the more 
permeable ones. It also tends to be close to the land surface in places. 
For example, the water table in till on many steep slop~s lies close to 
the surface because the downward percolation of water is retarded by 
the underlying bedrock (pl. 3). In the ice-contact deposits, water 
percolates downward rapidly, and the water table has a rearly uniform 
slope and only a slight tendency to follow the local irregularities in the 
surfaces of the deposits. 

Plate 2 is a generalized contour map showing the sr!tpe and slope 
of the water table in the Bristol-Plainville-Southington area. The 
contours are based on altitudes of water levels in weJls finished in 
the glacial deposits and on surface expressions of th~ water table. 
They are generalized for several reasons: (1) the land-surface alti
tudes used as controls were interpolated from topographic maps and 
are only approximate; (2) the water-level altitudes in some wells 
tapping the deeper parts of the stratified drift may be responding 
to local artesian conditions and may not correspond exactly to the 
water table; {3) measurements of water levels were made at various 
times and no compensations were made for the fluctuaticns that accom
pany changes in ground-water storage. Many water-level altitudes 
were obtained from records of wells collected in 1914 by Palmer 
(1921, p. 90-92, 171-174, 204). Water levels in a fev7 wells visited 
by Palmer were remeasured in 1956, and the water lev~ls were about 
the same as those in 1914. The water levels of 1914 probably were 
not significantly different from those of 1956, when most data for 
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the present report were collected, and the 1914 levels also were used 
to prepare plate 2. 

Despite the limitations stated above, the water-table map is suffi
ciently accurate to define the areas of recharge and discharge and the 
general direction of ground-water movmnent. Plate 2 shows that 
recharge is obtained mostly within the area and also from narrow 
strips of highland bordering it. Ground-water divides lie in the strati
fied deposits between the Quinnipiac and Pequabuck Rivers, the Eight
mile and Pequabuck Rivers, and between Dayton and Judd Brooks. 
Ground water enters Bristol from outside the area by underflow along 
the valleys of Copper Mine Brook and the Pequabuck River. Ground 
water flows out of the area by underflow through the valleys of Pequa
buck and Quinnipiac Rivers in Plainville and Southington. 

FLUCTUATIONS OF WATER LEVELS 

The water table fluctuates upward or downward as water i:-o added 
to or taken from the ground-water reservoirs. A rise in water level 
indicates an increase, and a lowering of \Yater level indicates a decrease 
in the an1ount of ground water in storage. 

Water levels in observation wells in Connecticut generally f··1ctuate 
seasonally with changes in ground-water storage. A seasonal trend 
was observed also at wells S 16, 16a, 76, 82, 96, and 102, at which water 
levels were measured n10nthly (fig. 3). Water levels generally begin 
to rise in October or Nove1nber and to decline in March or April. 
The rise in level is caused by an excess of ground-water rechar~e over 
ground-water discharge, and, conversely, the decline in levels is caused 
by an excess of grom1d-water discharge over recharge. 

Discharge of ground water goes on throughout the year, although 
the rate of discharge increases as water levels rise. Ground-water 
recharge, however, varies substantially with the seasons. It is reduced 
by evapotranspiration during the growing season. Evapotrz.nspira
tion so depletes the moisture in the soil that precipitation entei~ing the 
ground during the growing season is used 1nostly to replenish soil 
n1oisture, and recharge is slight or nonexistent. At the end of the 
growing season, infiltration generally produces ground-water r"Charge 
in excess of ground-water runoff, and water levels rise. 

Short-term fluctuations of water level are 1nost obviously correlated 
with variations in the weather, particularly the amount of precipita
tion received. For example, during most Inonths of 1957 precipitation 
was below average. In addition, most rains were light and of short 
duration, and hence little water penetrated below the dried-out soil 
zone. The water levels declined to very low altitudes at the (] bserva
tion wells in Southington. (See fig. 3). An upward trend started 
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during November when rainfall was greater than average. The levels 
rose rapidly when heavy rains and wet snow fell during December 
1957 and January 1958. Once high levels were attained, however, 
fluctuations were slight until the seasonal decline began in A J)ril 1958 
at most wells. The hydrographs during this period illustrate that 
the ground-water reservoirs will accept recharge at a high rate when 
levels are depressed. However, when water levels are high, the 
ground-water reservoirs will accept less recharge because they are 
filled, or nearly filled, to capacity. 

Colder-than-average weather during the winter of 1958-.19 caused 
a reversal in the usual seasonal trend of the water table. E:rtremely 
low temperatures, particularly during December, caused the formation 
of thick ground frost, which greatly reduced the rate of infiltration of 
water into the ground. Precipitation during this period was light 
and occurred n1ostly as snow and freezing rain, which melted and 
evaporated during the sunny hours of the day. The cold tempera
tures thus reduced the rate of recharge below the average, and a slight 
decline in water level resulted. 

The hydrographs of observation wells (fig. 3) show the Eame gen
eral trends, but these trends do not coincide exactly, either in ampli
tude or direction. Besides variation in the weather, the fluctuation 
of the water table is also affected by such factors as the porosity and 
permeability of the water-bearing materials, the slope of the water 
table and land surface, vegetation, and ground-water pumpage. The 
effect of each factor cannot be evaluated from the available 
information. 

RECHARGE AND DISCHARGE 

Recharge to the ground-water reservoirs is equal to discharge 
adjusted by the gain or loss in ground-water storage. A precise eval
uation of the recharge and discharge occurring in the Bristol-Plain
ville-Southington area requires knowledge of many factors that affect 
the hydrologic regime, but these factors can be gaged only by detailed 
study and long observation. Infiltration, for example, is affected by 
such things as the type of soil and whether or not the soil is cdtivated; 
variations in soil moisture from time to time; the slope of the land 
surface; the volume, rate, and distribution of precipitation; the depth 
of frost penetration; and the depth to the water table. A detailed 
appraisal of recharge and discharge in a quantitative sense is there
fore beyond the scope of this study. From data at hand, however, 
ground-water recharge and discharge can be estimated within broad 
limits. 

Recharge is supplied mostly by infiltration from precipitation 
within the area, but water is also received by subsurface d0wnslope 
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movement from narrow highlands bordering the area and by under
flow through the stream valleys at the western and northern bound
aries of Bristol. Discharge takes place by ground-water runoff; by 
evapotranspiration, where the water table is close to the surface; by 
pumpage from wells; and by underflow, principally at the northern 
boundary of Plainville and the southern boundary of Scuthington. 

In estimating the gains and losses of ground water in the area, it 
was assumed that the different segments of the Pequabuck and Quinni
piac basins have similar hydrologic characteristics. Inasmuch as the 
values for average yearly precipitation and stream runoff were selected 
from records covering many years, the effects of intermittent varia
tions were negligible. The amount of ground water in storage was 
assumed to be the same at the beginning and end of the period of 
record, because the water levels of 1914 were not significantly different 
from those of 1956. The average yearly recharge was therefore con
sidered equal to the average yearly discharge, and estimates of dis
charge could be applied to recharge. 

EVAPOTRANSPIRATION 

The average yearly precipitation in the area is about 49 inches, as 
indicated by the records of the U.S. Weather Bureau for the stations 
at Whigville, Wolcott, and Shuttle Meadow Reservoirs. The average 
discharge of the Pequabuck River at Forestville in Bristol for the 
period 1941-58 (Wells and others, 1960, p. 224) is 87.3 cfs (cubic feet 
per second) from the drainage area of 45.2 square miles above the 
gage. The flow of the stream, therefore, averages about 26 inches per 
square mile per year. The flow of the Quinnipiac River for 1930-58 
(Wells and others, 1960, p. 241) averaged 208 cfs, or 134 mgd (million 
gallons per day), at Wallingford from an area of 109 sq·1are miles, or 
also 26 inches per square mile per year. In other words, of the 49 
inches of precipitation falling on each square mile of tl ~ Pequabuck 
and Quinnipiac basins, about 26 inches enters the rivers. The remain
ing 23 inches of precipitation that does not appear as stream runoff 
presumably is discharged mostly by evapotranspiration r.nd to a lesser 
extent by pumping and underflow. Some of the water that is dis
charged by evapotranspiration probably was recharge t''> the ground
water body that went into temporary storage. 

GROUND-WATER RUNOFF 

An estimate of ground-water runoff from the area was made from 
records of strea1nflow for the Pequabuck River at Forestville. 
Ground-water nu1off at Forestville is reasonably repr-3sentative of 
ground-water runoff from the area as a whole. 
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Ground-water runoff was estimated by the following method: The 
hydrograph of mean daily flow for the Pequabuck River wr.s plotted 
on a natural scale for both a dry period and a wet period. Tl' ~ periods 
chosen were the 1952-53 water year (October 1952 through S~ptember 
1953), when streamflow was high, and the 1956-57 water year, when 
streamflow was low. Curves representing ground-water runoff then 
were sketched by inspection from the streamflow hydrograph. Figure 
4 is a part of the hydrograph for the Pequabuck River at Forestville. 
The curve represents ground-water runoff or base flow; it is sketched 
in and is included for illustrative purposes. 

The sketches were made on the following assumptions: The low 
flows of the river were assumed to be sustained entirely by ground
water runoff with the exception of minor changes in flow caused by 
light precipitation or artificial diversions of water. Ground-water 
runoff increased rapidly following high flows of the river, and then 
receded gradually. The recession in ground-water runoff fhould be 
indicated by the part of the streamflow hydrograph curving down
ward to the right during the period several clays after the bigh flow 
of the stream, if no additional precipitation occurs. The resulting 
rurves representing ground-water runoff were used to corrpute the 
grotmcl-water discharge for the 1952-53 and 1956-57 water years. 
The discharges were then averaged to arrive at an approximate .figure· 
for the average yearly ground-water runoff. 

Ground-water runoff in the Pequabuck River averages abC',lt 39 cfs 
25 mgcl) or 11.7 inches per square 1nile per year. Thus, 45 percent 

of the flow of the river represents discharge from the ground-water 
reservoirs. In the 1957 water year, in which rainfall was exception
ally light, ground-water runoff averaged 27 cfs (17 mgd), and in the 
1953 water year, when rainfall was heavy, ground-water runoff aver
aged 50 cfs ( 32 mgd) . 

UNDERFLOW 

The general downstream movement of ground water in deposits 
adjacent to a stream is called "underflow." Ground water enters Bris
tol by underflow through the stratified glacial deposits adjacfint to the 
Pequabuck River, Copper Mine Brook and its tributaries, and Tenmile 
River, where they flow into the area. Water leaves the area l'y under
flow along the Pequabuck and Quinnipiac Rivers and Judd Brook. 

The volume of underflow can be calculated by Darcy's law, written 
as: 

Q=P1IA 

where Q is underflow in gallons per day, P1 is the field coefficient of 
permeability of the geologic formation in gallons per day per square 
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foot, I is the hydraulic gradient in feet per foot, and A is the cross-sec
tional area through which flow occurs in square feet. The fiEld coeffic
ient of permeability can be derived by dividing the coefficient of trans
missibility (table 5) by the thickness of the formation. The factors I 
and A can be estimated from the generalized water-table mr,p (pl. 2) 
and the generalized bedrock contours (pl. 1) . 

Along the Pequabuck River at the western edge of Bristol, water 
entering the area by underflow is estimated to be about 200,000 gpd 
or 0.31 cfs. Water entering the area by underflow along Cor per Mine 
Brook and its tributaries is probably about 100,000 gpd or 0.15 cfs. 
Water leaving the area by underflow at the northern boundary of 
Plainville through the Pequabuck low land is probably about 200,000 
gpd or 0.31 cfs. 

The underflow conduits across Bristol and Plainville are not con
tinuous. The underflow entering Bristol along the Pequabuck River 
cannot persist through the gap south of Hurley Hill. The water must 
therefore be discharged by both ground-water runoff and evapotrans
piration. The underflow through Copper Mine Brook valley is 
largely discharged above Forestville, where the underflow conduit is 
very narrow. The underflow moving out of Plainville parallel to the 
Pequabuck River is derived locally from the proglacial depo';'its in the 
town. 

The gain in underflow through the Pequabuck River and Copper 
Mine Brook valleys in Bristol is apparently about 100,000 gpd in 
excess of the loss through the Pequabuck River valley in Plainville. 
The calculations of underflow probably contain large errors, however, 
but they show that the magnitude of underflow in Bristol and Plain
ville is small compared to discharge by streams and evapotranspira
tion. 

In the Quinnipiac River valley, underflow is not amenable to quan
titative treatment because of lack of data. Underflow probably 
occurs southward along the Quinnipiac River, but the permeability, 
extent, and thickness of the deposits through which the water passes 
cannot be determined with reasonable accuracy. The hydn.ulic gra
dients are low, probably about 10 feet per mile. Some underflow 
along Judd Brook probably discharges water southwari out of 
Southington, but this water probably enters the underfio"" conduit 
along Tenmile River. Underflow along Tenmile River is directed 
into Southington at Milldale, where it joins the underflow moving out 
of the area parallel to the Quinnipiac River. The volume of under
flow in the Quinnipiac valley at Southington is probably small com
pared to the total discharge from the valley. 
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GROUND-WATER PUMPA.GE 

An average of 4.7 mgd of ground water was pumped in the area in 
1958. Most of this water is not returned to the ground, and perhaps 
as much as half is consumed or is discharged into anotl'~r drainage 
basin in New Britain. The pumpage has had no appr('~iable effect 
on the amount of water in storage in the area. Temporary decline of 
ground-water levels has been observed only around large-capacity 
wells. The ground water withdrawn is therefore being replaced by 
recharge. The effect of the withdrawal on the hydrologic regimen is 
difficult to judge, though obviously the effect is small, for total ground
water discharge is many times the pumpage from wells. The pump
age probably reduces the amount of water that eventually appears as 
ground-water runoff. Some wells also draw water from the streams 
by induced infiltration. Because much of the pumpage is consumed 
or is discharged into another drainage basin, the ground-Y,.ater pump
age slightly reduces the streamflow. However, wells 1nay salvage
some water that would ordinarily be discharged by eva potranspira
tion, particularly in areas where the water table is near the surface. 

RECHARGE 

Discounting the small an1ount of underflow, the volume of recharge
is equal to the ground-water runoff plus the evapotranspiration drain 
on the ground-water body. The ground-water runoff is approxi
mately 11.7 inches per square mile per year in the r.rea. Thus,. 
recharge amounts to at least 550,000 .gpd on each square n1ile or about 
200 million gallons each year on each square mile of thr area. The 
a.mount of additional recharge subsequently discharged through 
evapotranspiration cannot be estimated. It may well be that several 
of the 23 inches per square mile per year discharged by evapotrans
piration was drawn from the ground-water reservoirs. 

QUALITY OF WATER 

Chemical analyses of 28 samples of well water from the area are 
given in table 6. The U.S. Geological Survey analyzed nine samples 
of ground water from representative wells. The other analyses were 
made by the Connecticut Deparbnent of Health, Henry Souther Engi
neering Co., and other private laboratories. The analys~ done out
side the Geological Survey were made only to check on th ~ suitability 
of certain ground-water supplies for specific uses, and are less com
prehensive than those of the Survey. The analyses listed in table 6, 
with the exception of those for wells Bs 196a and 196b, did not show 
any serious chemical contamination and probably are representative
for the ground water of the area. 
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TABLE 6.-0hemioaZ analyses of 'water fro-m wells 

(Sample analyzed by: a, Connecticut Department of Health; b, U.S. Geological Survey; c, Henry 

Well; Date t 'a' sample Owner Depth Water-bearing of collec- e analyzed (feet) formation tion CD 

by- ~ 8 ~ 

! §, r; ~ 
c:e bD 

El 0 § § 
CD :;! 

~ E-< 00 ~ 
--------

Bs 3; a________ Johnny's Res- 256 New Haven Arkose .•. 4-11-56 
taurant. 

46; b _______ L. D. Minor______ 255 Hartland Formation.. 9-23-57 53 27 0.06 0.01 
78; b _______ N. Monbleu______ 7.5 Ice-contact deposits___ 9-23-57 54 24 .08 .01 
123; C------ Wallace Barnes 39 Undifferentiated 8- 3-39 ------ ------ • 3 

Co. stratified deposits. 
123; d ___________ do _____________ -------- ------------------------ 11- 8-39 ------ ------ . 3 
148; a ______ Bristol Water 72 Undifferentiated 11- 1-57 ------ ------ .l 

Dept. stratified deposits. 
148; d ___________ do _____________ -------- -----------·------------ 4- 4-57 ------ ------ . 04 
148; d ___________ do _____________ -------- ----------- ___ ---------- 4-15-57 ------ ------ • 02 
149; d ___________ do_____________ 49 Undifferentiated 1-58 

stratified deposits. 150; d ___________ do ____________ _ 66 
48 
70 
49 
40 
39 

_ ____ do_________________ 1-58 ------ ------ ------ ------
161; d ___________ do ____________ _ 
164; d ___________ do ____________ _ 
165; d ___________ do ____________ _ 
168; d ___________ do ____________ _ 
196a; d 2___ Superior Electric 

Co. 196b; d 2 ________ do ____________ _ 
210; a _____ New Britain 

Water Dept. 
Pv 1; b a ______ Plainville Water 

Co. 

43 
30 

66.5 

19; b ______ W. Sullivan_______ 220 

23;e ______ Tomas~o,Inc. ____ 169 
57; a ______ Plainville Water 94 

Co. 
57; c ___________ do_____________ 94 

8 8; b _______ F. Madin_________ 22 
76; b ______ Jacobowsky_______ 88 
130; b_____ J. Welch__________ 202 
144; b _____ R. Mongillo_______ 140 
256; b _____ A. Hubeny________ 100 
298-302;f4_ Pratt & Whitney --------

Aircraft Corp. · 

_ ____ do_________________ 3-2(}-57 ------ ------ ------ ------
_ ____ do_________________ 2-14-57 ------ ------ ------ ------
_ ____ do _________________ ---------- ------ ------ ------ ------

-I~e~!0ntact-dep()sits~== ~=it~ ====== ====== ·-:i4- Ta-· 
_____ do _____ -----------. 3-12-58 ------ ------ .54 1.0 
Undifferentiated 9-26-36 ------ ------ .l 

stratified deposits. 
Proglacial deposits. ___ 3- 6-57 51 17 .00 .00 

Middle part of the 9-23-57 55 20 .04 .00 
Newark Group. 

Tr. _____ do _______ ---------- 1950 ------ 11.5 
Ice-contact deposits •• _ 5-6-58 ------ <.1 

_____ do _____________ .--- 5-6-58 ------ ------ .14 .00 
__ ..• do ____________ ----- 9-23-57 55 13 .08 .05 
Prospect Gneiss _______ 9-23-57 52 8.7 .60 .05 
New Haven Arkose •.. 9-23-57 50 24 .22 .00 
Ice-contact deposits .•• 9-23-57 51 22 .16 .00 
New Haven Arkose ••. 9-23-57 5.5 1.2 .03 
Proglacial deposits ____ 2-14-55 16 .l 

I Calculated on the basis of CaCOa alkalinity. 
2 Ground water is contaminated by industrial waste. 

NATURAL CHEMICAL CONSTITUENTS 

The few available chemical analyses indicate that the ground water 
is of the calcium bicarbonate type and is of reasonably good chmnical 
quality. Dissolved solids range frmn 38 to 280 ppm, which is well 
below the U.S. Public Health Service (1946) standard of 500 ppm 
:for drinking water. Hardness of the water ranges from 23 to 154 
ppm (as CaC03 ). Iron does not occur in concentrations greater than 
0.3 ppm, except in the sa1nples from wells Bs 196b, S 76, and S 256. 
Manganese does not exceed 0.05 ppm, except in samples frmn wells 
Bs 196a and 196b, which were probably contaminated. The combined 
iron and magnanese content of only four san1ples (from wellr Bs 196a, 
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in the Bristol-Plain'V'ille-Southington area 

Souther Engineering Co.; d, Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co.; e, Dominion Chemical Co.; f, The Permutit Co.] 

Chemical con:ltituents (parts per million) 
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------ ------ ------ ------ L65 ------ ------ 3. 2 ------ ------ 53 ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
17 7.8 6. 7 1.4 76 0 11 9.8 0.1 4. 7 ------ 119 75 12 179 6.9 
9.6 3.3 7.1 2.6 36 0 11 7.3 . 2 5. 7 86 38 8 117 6.0 

------ ------ ------ ------ l45 ------ 15 ------ ------ ------ ---37- 59 122 ------ ------
------ ------ ------ ------ L48 ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ 39 58 119 6.3 
------ ------ ------ ------ l28 ------ ------ 3.0 ------ 6. 7 23 36 113 6. 7 

------ ------ ------ ------ 129 ------ ------ 4.0 ------ ------ 24 30 16 6.6 
------ ------ ------ ------ 127 ------ ------ 4.6 ------ ------ 22 83 38 116 6.4 
------ ------ ------ ------ 126 ------ ------ 3.0 ------ 7.1 21 65 39 118 6.4 

------ ------ ------ ------ 128 ------ ------ 2.8 ------ 2. 6 23 76 45 122 6.6 
------ ------ ------ ·----- 150 ------ ------ 3.4 ------ ------ 41 103 51 110 6.8 
------ ------ ------ ------ 148 ------ ------ 3.4 ------ ------ 39 88 40 11 7.0 
------ ------ ------ ------ 145 ------ ------ 4.0 ------ ------ 37 93 40 13 6.9 
------ ------ ------ ------ 128 ------ ------ 2.8 ------ ------ 23 62 23 lQ 6. 7 
------ ------ ------ ------ 179 ------ ------ 21 ------ ------ 65 280 167 1102 6.5 

------ ------ ------ ------ 116 ------ ------ 5.8 18 13 88 40 127 6.2 
------ ------ ------ ------ 127 ------ ------ 3.0 .2 22 77 30 18 6.5 

31 7.9 4.6 1.3 114 0 20 5.4 .1 .6 136 110 16 202 8.2 

35 16 10 1.4 175 0 24 5. 7 .2 6.1 204 154 10 336 8.1 

14.3 1.2 ------ ------ 67 ------ 13 9.5 ------ ------ 125 40 ------ ------ 7.0 
------ ------ ------ ------ 149 ------ ------ 3.4 4.0 40 ------ 76 136 ------ 7.4 

------ ------ ------ ------ 14'9 ------ ------ 3.4 5.8 40 64 124 ------ ---6~8 3.5 1.2 2.8 .4 8 0 6.8 2.5 .1 2.8 38 14 7 43 
13 4.2 4.2 2.0 47 0 9.5 2.8 .1 8.2 ------ 77 50 12 125 6. 7 
35 6.8 5.5 3.6 108 0 28 4.1 .1 5. 7 ------ 164 116 28 257 6.8 
26 5.2 3.8 .6 79 0 16 4.2 .1 9.5 ------ 123 87 22 187 7.6 
16 1.7 8.1 .2 69 0 4. 7 3.4 .1 .5 ---48- 73 47 0 126 7. 7 
32 4.9 4.9 59 0 33 5.6 14 .... ----- 100 I 52 ------ ------

a Minor constituents in ppm: Al, 0; Li, 0.1; Cu, 0.00; Zn, 0.00; PO•, 0.1. 
'Sample includes a mixture or water from wells S 298, 299, 301, 302. 

Bs 196b, S 76, and S 256) exceed the U.S. Public Hea.lth Service's 
standard (1946, p. 13) of 0.3 ppm for drinking water. Except for 
these four samples, the constituents listed in table 6 are not excessive 
for domestic or n1ost industrial uses of ground water. 

The dissolved solids in ground water are obtained prin_cipally from 
the rocks through which the water 1noves. The amount and type of 
mineral matter that the water dissolves depend mostly on the type 
of rock and on the length of time that the ground water is in contact 
with it. 

If the sample of contaminated water from well Bs 196~'. is excluded, 
the samples highest in dissolved solids and alkalinity are from the 
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rocks of Triassic age. Water flowing through the rocks dissolves cal
cium carbonate, which is present as a cementing material in the clastic 
sediments and as a major constituent of the lin1estone brds in the 
middle part of the Newark Group. Most of the stratified glacial 
deposits were derived from Triassic sedimentary rocks, b1lt glacial 
and meltwater transport probably removed much of the calcium car
bonate cement from the rock particles. The water in the stratified 
glacial deposits is shallower than the water in the bedrock ar.d is prob
ably flushed out of the ground sooner. These factors pre bably are 
responsible for the lower concentration of dissolved solids and alka
linity in the stratified glacial deposits. Water samples from these 
deposits showing the highest concentrations of dissolved solids were 
taken from wells Pv 1 and S 298-302, where the deposits r.re excep
tionally thick. The sample with the lowest concentration of dissolved 
solids was taken from well S 8, a shallow water table well penetrating 
stratified glacial deposits derived from the metamorphic ro~ks. 

CONTAMINATION 

Contamination is not a widespread problem in the area, but it has 
affected some well supplies. Wastes enter ground water both by 
direct discharge into the ground from septic tanks and industrial slush 
pits and by discharge into streams and subsequent infiltration into 
ihe ground. Some water in the area has been contaminated by metal
lic and acidic wastes, detergents, and bacteria. Samples f':"om wells 
Bs 91-94 showed contamination by industrial wastes, as illu~trated in 
the following table. 

Chemical analyses of well water samples showing inaust.rial contamination 

:[Analyses by Henry Souther Engineering Co., Hartford, Conn., Aug. 3, 1956. Chemical constituents 
in parts per million] 

Well pH Sulfate Iron (Fe) Chromium C~per Zinc (Zn) 
(804) (Or) u) 

13s9L _____________ 4.9 161 145 0 16 4.2 92 ______________ 
5.8 90 85 0 .05 2.0 93 ______________ 4.9 178 55 0 0 1 

94-------------- 6. 7 50 58 0 0 0 

The contan1ination was caused by acid wastes from a brasc;; fabrica
tion plant. Thus, the low pH values and the unusual amourts of con· 
stituents listed are not surprising. Corrective measures btve been 
taken to protect the wells from further contamination by w2 stes from 
the plant. 

Another example of industrial contamination occurred at a manu
facturing plant 0.4 mile west of Hamlin Pond in Plainville. Indus
;trial water was obtained prior to 1922 from 6 wells, each about 30 feet 
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deep. Contamination by metallic industrial wastes being disposed of 
in slush pits near the well field was among the factors tha.t caused the 
supply to be abandoned. 

Analyses of water from wells Bs 196a and 196b also indicate possi
ble contamination by metallic wastes and sewage. Tr~ wells are 
among a group driven to locate a source of water for a proposed 
manufacturing plant. The high iron and manganese contents of the 
water make treatment necessary before the water can be used for air 
conditioning or cooling. Removal of the manganese wil1 be required 
if water is to be used for plating. 

The contamination of wells by sewage from septic tanks has occurred 
at a few places in the area. This contamination is recog-:1-ized by the 
growth of bacteria in the water and by unusual concentrations of chlo
ride, nitrite, or nitrate ions. Detergents are usually also a feature of 
contaminrution caused by septic-tank effiuent. 

Detergents entered public supply wells Pv 1 and 2 and caused 
the temporary shutdown of one well. The source of th"' detergents 
was an industrial waste pit near the well field. The use of the deter
gents was discontinued when the contamination was discovered. 
However, a considerable volume of detergent-laden water was still in 
the ground and moving toward the supply wells. A line of small
diameter interceptor wells was installed to cut off the flow and to pump 
the contaminated water out of the aquifer and into a nearby stream. 
In addition to contaminating water, detergents cause foaming, which 
interferes with the operation of pumps and boilers. 

The few wells that have been polluted show the necessity of protect
ing the ground-water reservoirs from contamination. So far (1958), 
contamination has occurred only in proximity to places of waste dis
charge. Much reliance has been placed on destruction or at least 
dilution of contaminants by passage through the ground. Ordinarily, 
organic pollution of sewage discharge is rendered harmless by natural 
filtration, but some chemical compounds such as deterger.ts and some 
ions are capable of persisting unchanged after traveling for a consid
erable distance through the ground. 

UTILIZATION OF GROUND WATER 

In the towns of Bristol, Plainville, and Southington, ground water 
is used for public water supplies and for industrial, commercial, 
domestic, and farm supplies. Pumpage for public sup:rlies depends 
much on the availability of water in the surface reservoirs, and pump
age for private supplies is partly seasonal. For 1958, the. total pump
age is estimated to be about 1.7 billion gallons. 
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PUBLIC WATER SUPPLIES 

Bristol and Southington have municipally owned pub~ic supply 
systems, each of which is administered by a water department. Plain
ville is served by the privately owned Plainville Water Company. 
The sources of water for these systems lie within the boundaries of the 
towns or in nearby parts of the Quinnipiac and Pequab•1ck River 
basins. Water is also withdrawn from the area by the Nr;w Britain 
Water Department for use in New Britain. Most water for public 
supplies comes from surface reservoirs. Nevertheless, pumpage from 
wells for public supplies amounts to the largest single use of ground 
water in the area. In 1958, pumpage for public supply was about 
1.15 billion gallons (Connecticut Public Utilities Commission and 
New Britain Water Dept., oral, written commun.). Future annual 
pumpage probably will be greater than this. 

BRISTOL 

The city of Bristol is supplied by six reservoirs in Bristol, Plymouth, 
Harwinton, and Burlington and by two gravel-developed V!ells, Bs 4 
and 148. A seventh reservoir (No.6) is proposed and two additional 
gravel-developed wells, Bs 149 and 150, have been installrd but are 
not in use. The grotmd-water pun1page varies, depending on the 
availability of water in the surface reservoirs and on demand. 
Usually ground-water pumpage is at its maximum rate during the 
summer. In 1958 the two wells generally were pumped 10 to 12 hours 
per day for a total pumpage of 495 million gallons ( Connec~icut Pub
lic Utilities Connnission, oral communs.). Well Bs 4, which is 
pumped mostly during the summer, provided 95 million gallons, and 
well Bs 148 provided 400 million gallons. Ground water, thus, was 
about 28 percent of the total of 1,761 million gallons supplied by the 
department in 1958, which was the first full year of operation for 
well Bs 148. 

NEW BRITAIN 

The water supply for New Britain co1nes principally fro.•n Shuttle 
Meadow Reservoir in Southington, Wolcott Reservoir in W clcott, and 
Whigville Reservoir in Burlington. Large supplies are also drawn 
from Copper Mine Brook in Bristol, from wells at White Bridge and 
Upper White Bridge in Bristol, ancl from wellS 235. Som~ water is 
obtained also from the Hartford Metropolitan Water Distrht. Shut
tle Meadow and Wolcott Reservoirs have large storage capr'1ities but 
small catchment areas, and they become seriously depleted in times of 
sustained dry weather. Whigville Reservoir is s1nall and does not 
impound much of the flow of Whigville Brook, which is tributary to 
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Copper Mine Brook. However, at the White Bridge ins~allation an 
intake from Copper Mine Brook will allow a maximum withdrawal of 
31h mgd of brook water. Water from all sources is pumr~d to Shut
tle Meadow Reservoir, where the treatment plant is, and from there 
the water is distributed. However, ground water from W11ite Bridge 
can be pumped directly to distribution lines when it is not mixed with 
water drawn from Copper Mine Brook. 

The White Bridge wells, which are southeast of the intersection of 
Maltby and Mix Streets in Bristol, depend substantially on induced 
recharge from a ditch constructed parallel to a line formed by the wells 
(fig. 5). The wells average about 35 feet in depth and extend in line 
across the interfluve between Copper Mine Brook and Polkville Brook. 

MAL TSy STREET 

FE:E:DE:R DITCH 

0 200 400 FEET 

FIGURJII 5.-Map of New Britain well field at White Bridge 1n P~lstol. 
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The infiltration ditch paralleling the wells connects these two streams. 
Another ditch extends from Polkville Brook eastward to a large infil
tration pond. A large-diameter concrete caisson, well Bs 210 ( G6-
6a), is located near the pond at the northeast end of the line of wells. 
The gradient of the water table is approximately normal to the line 
of wells. The flow of ground water southeastward in the interfiuve 
and the water infiltrating the ground from the ditches, artifi<?>ial pond, 
and the two brooks supply the well system. Pumpage usually is about 
2.5 mgd, but the sustained yield of the system is probably 3.5 mgd or 
Inore. The wells are placed about 50 to 100 feet apart and perhaps 
interfere with one another. Interference, which is brought. about by 
the intersection of the cones of depression (depressions of the water 
table caused by pumping frmn wells) of neighboring wells~ does not 
appear to be a serious problem, however, because excessive drawdown 
has not resulted. The wells are pumped by suction into the caisson 
from which the water is pumped into the pipeline. The caisson has 
an open bottom and itself acts as a well. Inasmuch as the geologic 
and hydrologic data available at the time of the construction of the 
well system are not known, the specific conditions that made necessary 
or encouraged the construction of this type of installation are also 
unknown. The system has stood the test of time, howevr--·, having 
been in operation since 1923. (See Wood, 1951, p. 146-150.) 

Upper White Bridge, which is about half a mile south ('f Stevens 
Street, was first utilized for a supply in 1941, when 66 dr~ven wells 
2~ inches in diameter were constructed. The wells were connected 
in series by suction lines and originally yielded about 1 mgd. Declin
ing yields of most of the wells due to clogging eventually caused the 
system to be abandoned. Six 8-inch-diameter drilled well~ about 25 
feet deep were constructed in 1955 to replace the original system. 
They include wells Bs 214 and 215. In 1959, four of the dr~Iled wells 
and one driven well of the original system were in use : their combined 
yield was 1 mgd. (See Wood, 1951, p. 148-149). 

The amount of ground-water pumpage varies an unusual amount 
from year to year because the water available from Shuttle Meadow 
and Wolcott Reservoirs is greatly reduced in times of dry weather. 
In 1958, a wet year, pumpage from the White Bridge and Upper 
White Bridge wells was about 290 million gallons and from well S 235 
about 8 million gallons (New Britain Water Dept., written comm.). 
Pumpage thus amounted to 10 percent of the total consumption of 
3,150 million gallons. In the comparatively dry year of 1957, how
ever, pumpage was 640 million gallons from the White Bridge and 
Upper White Bridge wells and 220 million gallons from well S 235. 
Pumpage was 27 percent of the total consumption of 3,200 million 
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gallons. Even with this large withdrawal of ground water and with 
enforcement of restrictions on water use, the regular ~T ew Britain 
sources of supply were unable to provide sufficient water jn 1957, and 
the New Britain Water Department was forced to use emergency 
supplies for several months. Ground water was pumped from well 
Pv 22, with a temporary pump installation, at the rate of 0.5 mgd. 
The Plainville Water Co.'s wells (Pv 1 and 2) supplied 0.5 million 
gallons each night through a temporary connection. Water was 
obtained also from industrial ponds in Berlin, east of Sou~.hington, at 
the rate of 1.5 mgd and from Eightmile River in Southirgton at the 
rate of 1.5 mgd. 

The drought of 1957 pointed up inadequacies in the l'T ew Britain 
supply system. These inadequacies have long been recognized, but 
their remedy is difficult. New Britain is poor in water re2ources and 
must obtain its supply principally from nearby towns. Additional 
water sources are difficult to obtain now. The desirable re;qervoir sites 
have already been developed or have been reserved by other towns, 
and additional ground-water sources that will not interfere with other 
public-supply wells and reservoirs must be located. 

PLAINVILLE 

Plainville receives water from a reservoir in Southingtcn and from 
wells Pv 1 and 2. During 1958, pumpage from wells Pv 1 and 2 
amounted to 25 1nillion gallons and 150 1nillion gallons, respectively 
(Connecticut Public Utilities Com1nission, oral commun.). Total 
ground-water pumpage was about 87 percent of the total c'Jnsumption 
of about 200 1nillion gallons. Well Pv 1 operated about 16 hours per 
week and well Pv 2 operated an average of 8 hours per day. The 
Plainville Water Co. has by far the smallest water requirements of 
the public supply syste.ms operating in the area. With the addition 
of well Pv 57, its supplies should be adequate for the demand. Even 
during the drought in 1957, before well Pv 57 was installed, Plain
ville was able to supply the New Britain Water Department with 0.5 
mgd frmn wells Pv 1 and 2. 

SOUTHINGTON 

The Southington Water Department obtains water frmn three res
&voirs, one of which is located in Wolcott, and from three wells (S 18, 
19, and 331). During 1958, wellS 18 was operated an average of 15 
hours per day year round and supplied about 164 million gallons, and 
wellS 19 was operated about 8 hours per day through tt~ period of 
June to September and supplied almost 18 million gallons (Connecti
cut Public Utilities Commission, oral commun.). The total supply 
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of ground water amotmted to more than 30 percent of the total 1958 
consumption of 575,840,000 gallons. A test-drilling program con
ducted by the water department in 1957 and 1958 resulted ir. the com
pletion of well S 331 in 1959. The present sources of supply are 
expected to be adequate for the town and to allow for exransion of 
service. 

INDUSTRIAL SUPPLIES 

Pumpage of ground water for industrial use averages about 275 
million gallons per year. Industrial firms also use considen.bly more 
water than this from the public supply systems and from streams. 
Ground water is used mostly for processing, principally in plating 
and washing operations. Large mnounts are also used for cooling 
and, at some plants, for air conditioning. Use for sanit1.tion is a 
minor part of the pumpage. The principal industrial users of ground 
water in the area are shown in the following table. 

Principal industrial users of ground water 

Industrial concern 
Source of water 
(well or spring) 

Bristol Brass Corp____________________________ Bs 95, 198 
New Departure Division, General Motors 

Corp ________ -------------------------------- Bs 4sp 
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft_____________________ 8 298, 299, 301, 302 
Tnunbull Division, General Electric Corp____ Pv 5, 33 

Pumpage 
(gallons per 

day) 
Use 

150,000 Washin'l', cooling. 

100, 000 Process cooling. 
530, 000 Plating. 
200, 000 Process cooling, air 

condi'ioning. 

Several smaller plants use from 1,000 to 36,000 gpd. Me st ground 
water used by industries is eventually discharged into the Pequabuck 
and Quinnipiac Rivers. Some water is returned to the ground, such 
as at the Trumbull Division plant in Plainville where a diqposal pit 
is used. 

Some industrial firms that formerly used ground water r.~tve aban
doned their wells in favor of a public supply, mostly because the wells 
declined in yield due to clogging of screens by sand. Most z.bandoned 
wells are of the driven well-point type. 

DOMESTIC SUPPLIES 

Probably 15,000, or 20 percent, of the combined population of 77,000 
in Bristol, Plainville, and Southington are served by privately owned 
wells. On the basis of an assumed per capita use of 50 gpd ~ the total 
yearly use from private domestic wells is estimated to be 250 to 300 
million gallons. 

Most houses in sections not served by public water-distrir,Ition sys
tems are single family dwellings and are supplied by individual wells. 
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-At :some. farms' the :wells ·alSo_- supply water. to tlie ·livestock, though 
other farms have separate wells for stock watering. -A·frw wells pr.a
vide private communal supplies. 

- - Most domestic wells are driUed into bedrock, but a few are finished 
in stratified glacial deposits. Driven wells provide sc me supplies 
-from stratified deposits. Many dug wells are in use, though- most 
of these were constructed in the days before drilled wells were in 
general use. Dug wells will provide dependable supplies in areas 
where the water table does not decline greatly in dry periods during 
the summer and fall. But because dug wells are believed to be subject 
to contamination, dug wells have fallen into general disfavor. This 
belief arises because many dug wells are not properly conftructed with 
tight casings, compact back fill around the casing, and r. tight cover 
at the surface. 

SUMMARY OF GROUND-WATER POTENTIAL 

Ground-water development can be increased greatly by utilizing 
water that presently goes unsalvaged and is discharged from the area 
as ground-water runoff, evapotranspiration, or underflo-vr. An aver
age of 11.7 inches of water per year is discharged by g~ound-water 
runoff and leaves the area in the Pequabuck and Quinnipiac Rivers. 
Thus, for each square mile of the area, water discharged by ground
water runoff is about 550,000 gpd or 200 million gallons per year. In 
addition, an indeterminate amount of ground water is lost through 
evapotranspiration. The amount probably is a small fr:,..ction of the 
total of 23 inches of water discharged from all sources by evapotran
spiration. Ground water that is discharged by evapot-ranspiration 
may be salvaged if the water table is significantly lowered by pumping 
in areas where it is now close to the surface. Water leaning the area 
as underflow through the Quinnipiac and Pequabuck Fiver valleys 
may also be salvaged. In the Pequabuck valley, underflow may 
amount to 200,000 gpd or 75 million gallons per year. 

Development of additional ground-water· supplies from the large 
resources available is subject to practical considerations of the rate at 
which the different water-bearing formations will yield water. Addi
tional small supplies can be developed from ground moraine and the 
bedrock formations. Ground moraine will produce the lowest yields 
of the water-bearing formations. The bedrock formations will gen
erally produce supplies of 5 to 20 gpm from individu~.I wells. In 
places the New Haven Arkose and the middle part of the Newark 
Group, particularly in Cooks Gap, will provide more than 100 gpm 
from individual wells. The stratified glacial deposits offer possibili-

735-991-64-5 
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-ties for large withdrawals of 500 to 1,400 gpm, as well as trcmy addi
tional smaller supplies. 

The large ground-water resources available from the stratified 
glacial deposits warrant detailed discussion of their gro""nd-wa.ter 
potential. For purposes of the discussion, the ground-wateJ' potential 
is considered in terms of three subareas:- (1) the New England Up
land, (2) Copper Mine Brook-Eightmile River valleys, and (3) the 
Quinnipiac-Pequabuck lowland. 

THE NEW ENGLAND UPLAND 

Ice-contact deposits, mostly kame terraces, lie in the Pequabuck 
River valley west of Hurley Hill in Bristol and extend r0rthward 
along the east side of the hill Inass that includes Chippen Hill (pl.l). 
Stratified drift deposits also underlie the alluvium along the Pequa
buck River and north and south of Birge Pond. The greatest known 
thickness of the stratified deposits in the Upland is 225 fe~t at well 
Bs 57 (G6-4j, 1 mile west of Bristol), which penetrates the kame
terrace deposits in the Pequabuck River valley. The deposits feather 
out against the ground moraine at the valley sides. The bedrock floor 
beneath the deposits is irregular in profile; tllis irregularity causes the 
deposits to vary considerably in thickness within short distaiJ ces. For 
instance, well Bs 139 (G6-4h) penetrated 30 feet before striking bed
rock, but, only short distances away, wells Bs 50 (G6-4h) and 132 
(G6-4h) penetrate 90- and 85-foot thicknesses of kame-terrace depos
its (pl. 3). 

The deposits receive a substantial amount of recharge r~cause of 
their lithology, form, and location. The extensive flat terrace tops 
and the relatively high permeability of the materials are favorable for 
a high rate of infiltration. Besides the precipitation falling directly 
011 the deposits, water is received by runoff from the ground moraine. 

Ground water moves through the deposits toward the valley bottoms, 
where the water table lies close to the surface. At well Es 4 (G6-
4h) the depth to water is about 6 feet. Springs are formed where 
the water table occurs at the surface at the toe of ice-contact slopes. 
Springs Bs 4sp (G6-5d) and S 5sp (G6-4h), which flow at about 
100 gpm each, are the highest yielding springs in the report area. The 
water table also lies close to the surface near the contact of the ter
races with the higher lying ground moraine. At well Bs 80 (G6-7b) 
the water table is within 7 feet of the surface. However, the slope 
of the water table in the stratified deposits is uniform and does not 
follow the profile of the kame terraces. Thus, near the tops of the 
steep ice-contact slopes of the terraces, the water table lies far below 
the surface. At well Bs 50 ( G6-4h) and at other places along the 
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road to the south, the terrace materials are not utilized for water 
because the water table lies deep beneath the surface. 

The stratified deposits in the upland are capable o:f yielding small 
to large supplies o:f water, though :few supplies are obtained :from 
these deposits. Some large-diameter dug wells yield supplies o:f a 
:few gallons per n1inute. These wells are best located where the water 
table lies close to the surface at the valley bottoms and ne~.r the valley 
walls. Well Bs 80 (G6-7b, 0.2 mile south o:f the Pequab'lck River), 
which is about 12.5 :feet deep, penetrates about 6 :feet o:f saturated 
thickness and provides a dependable supply of water. Well Bs 51 
( G6-4g, 0.4 mile to the north), which has a depth o:f 36 :feet and inter
cepts only a 1-foot saturated thickness, is less favorably lccated. 

The stratified deposits adjacent to the Pequabuck River are :favor
able :for developinent o:f large supplies. The water table lies close 
to the surface, and the stratified materials fill the deep preglacial 
channel of the Pequabuck River. Well Bs 4 (G6-4h) p':lnetrates 75 
:feet o:f stratified material that is saturated below a depth of 6 :feet. 
The well yields 800 gpm. Much greater thicknesses o:f stratified mate
rial occur beneath the higher terraces, but the depth to water is very 
great. Wells near the Pequabuck River can also draw on water that 
is in transit through the area as streamflow and underflow. Wells on 
the higher terraces could not induce infiltration :frmn the, Pequabuck 
River, because the bedrock surface under the terraces is above river 
level. (See pl. 3.) Large supplies may also be obtained :from strati
fied glacial deposits around Birge Pond and Polkville Bro0k, but these 
deposits are not as thick as those in the Pequabuck River valley. Test 
wells Bs 200-202 ( G6-5d), 0.2 mile south of Birge Pond, penetrated 
no Inaterial suitable :for finishing wells o:f large yield. However, 
:favorable n1aterial may be distributed spottily in this area; the 
results o:f these particular test wells should not discourage :further 
exploration. 

COPPER MINE BROOK-EIGHTMILE RIVER VALI~EYS 

Stratified glacial deposits extend southward frmn the Bristol-Bur
lington town line to the Southington-Cheshire town lin~ through a 
long, broad lowland that lies between the New England Upland on 
the west and a line of north-trending hills, including Re-:lstone Hill, 
on the east. The lowland is occupied by Copper Mine E":'ook, tribu
tary to the Pequabuck River, and Eightmile River and t.Tudd Brook, 
tributaries to the Quinnipiac. The deposits overlie reel till and sedi
mentary rocks, except along their western Inargins where they abut 
gray till and metamorphic rocks. Plate 3 illustrates the relationships 
o:f these deposits to other geologic :formations. 
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Ice-contact deposits occupy most of the area, but extensive undif
ferentiated deposits occur north of the Pequabuck River in Bristol. 
Two small areas of proglacial lake deposits lie east of Marion near 
the southern edge of Southington. Alluvium of the Pequabuck 
River, Judd Brook, and Eightmile River in places conceals the strati
fied glacial deposits. The deposits vary in thickness owing to consid
erable relief in both the topographic surface of the deposits and the 
surface of the underlying bedrock. The greatest proven thickness 
is 240 feet near well S 327 (G5-3g) at the western part of Prospect 
Street, 0.2 mile south of Dayton Brook, in Southington. Seismic 
exploration for the New Britain Water Department indicates that 
bedrock is 160 feet deep a short distance west of where the Nf,w Britain 
pipeline crosses Eightmile River (pl. 3). The contour of the bedrock 
surface is poorly defined south of the Pequabuck River, but sufficient 
well data are available to indicate the presence of a buried preglacial 
channel that trends generally north beneath the deposits in Southing
ton (pl. 1). The bedrock channel lies somewhat below sea level where 
it crosses Prospect Street. Its position is indicated by the low bed
rock elevations at wells S 48 (G5-3a, 0.5 mile north of 0-0'), S 327, 
S 293 (G5-6a, 0.5 mile north of D-D'), S 256 (G5-6d, on line D-D'), 
and S 328 ( G5-6d, 0.35 mile south of D-D'). 

The deposits in Copper Mine Brook-Eighhnile River valleys yield 
small to large supplies of water. Except for the lake clay half a mile 
east of Marion, the stratified deposits almost anywhere will yield small 
supplies of water to wells. The lake clay is, however, thin enough 
that wells can be dug into the underlying sand and gravel. The con
struction of dug and driven wells is not feasible 'vhere the vrater level 
lies far below the surface, as in high -standing kames and in the parts 
of kame terraces near their ice-contact slopes. 

The deposits of high permeability will yield large supplie;;- of water 
to wells. Extensive test drilling has been required to loc:-tte coarse 
beds before construction of large-yield wells in these deposits, because 
well-sorted coarse sand and gravel occurs in sufficient thickn~sses only 
at scattered locations. 

Three large-yield well installations are located near Copper Mine 
Brook. The wells are finished in permeable stratified n1aterial and 
are placed so as to salvage some of the water being disci, argecl by 
streamflow and underflow frmn the drainage basin. Well Bs 148 is 
located in a narrow valley north of Forestville. (See wells S 166,167, 
and 168, on line B-B' in pl. 3 which are 1,000 feet to the north.) It 
has a yield of 1,400 gpm and a specific capacity (yield per foo~. of draw
down) of 50 gpm per foot. The stratified deposits penetrated by the 
well are limited in east and west extent by the ground morajne at the 
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Yalley sides, which tends to restrict radial flow from ther~ directions 
toward the well However, the well is advantageously rlaced to in
duce infiltration from the brook and to receive water by subsurface 
movement from the deposits to the north. 

The multiple well installations of the New Britain Wfl.ter Depart
ment at White Bridge and Upper White Bridge yield £.5 mgd and 
1 mgd, respectively. Much of the water they produce infiltrates from 
Copper Mine Brook. 

The deposits in Copper Mine Brook valley have been intensely 
developed. Additional supplies of ground water probably are avail
able there, but further development should be done cautiously so as 
not to interfere with existing ground-water supplies. 

Wells and test wells in the stratified glacial deposits along the 
Pequabuck River and to the south in Bristol indicate that additional 
wells with yields of a few hundred gallons per minute c:1.n be devel
oped. Farther south, in the Eightmile River valley in ~:,')uthington1 
the deposits are apparently not as favorable. 

The deposits in the Eightmile River valley have so far not pro
vided any large supplies. Many drilled and driven wells that have 
been finished in them, however, provide small supplies for domestic 
use. At places tested by the water depart1nents of New Britain and 
Southington the deposits are principally fine-grained sand and silt. 
Fine-grained 1naterials were also penetrated by Inost vrells drilled 
through the deposits into the underlying New Haven Arkose. The 
deposits in Eightmile River valley, however, have not been test drilled 
intensively enough to be eliminated as possible sourc~s of large 
supplies. 

THE QUINNIPIAC-PEQUABUCK LOWLAND 

Stratified deposits occupy the broad lowland of the Quinnipiac 
and Pequabuck Rivers in Plainville and Southington. Ice-contact 
deposits lie in Cooks Gap, in the broad area east of the Quinnipiac 
River and south of Patton Brook in Southington, and along the east 
sides of Campground and Redstone Hill. Proglacial de{: osits, which 
underlie the plains and low terraces adjacent to the streams, conceal 
11ndifferentiated deposits. 

The thickness of the stratified deposits varies greatly owing to irreg
ularities in both topography and the surface of the underlying bed
rock. The deposits are thickest where they overlie a northward-trend
ing buried valley. At well Pv 56 (H6-4e, 0.5 mile nortl, of Hamlin 
Pond) they exceed 300 feet in thickness, but at most places they are 
thinner (pl. 3) . 

Throughout the Quinnipiac-Pequabuck lowland in Plainville and 
Southington, the stratified glacial deposits yield small supplies of 
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grolind water to wells almost anywhere, and the coarse-gra1ned .well
sorted materials supply large quantities of water to. screened wells. 
Clay beds of the lake deposits are not water-bearing, but water gener
ally is obtainable from sand and gravel above or below them. 

Good water-bearing materials generally occur within a depth of 
100 feet in the ice-contact deposits and the undi:fferentiatecl deposits 
underlying thin proglacial deposits around Milldale. Well S 235 
(H6-9h), finished in ice-contact deposits near Patton Bro':lk, has. a 
yield of 1,000 gp1n and is only 32.5 feet deep. Ice-contact dqposits in 
northern Plainville provide a supply of 500 gpm frmn w~ll Pv 57 
(H6-4d), which is 94 feet deep. Near the Quinnipiac Ri-r-er in the 
southern half of Southington, good water-bearing materials have 
been found in the undifferentiated deposits underlying valley-train 
deposits. Wells S 18 ( G5-3f) and 19 ( G5-6f), finished at depths of 
55 and 90 feet, respectively, each yield 500 gpm, and test V7 ell S 284 
( G5-3f), which is 82 feet deep, penetrates m.aterials that cr,n supply 
an estimated! mgd. 

The thick proglacial deposits in Plainville and in the northern part 
of Southington are, on the whole, less favorable water-bearing depos
its than the ice-contact deposits. The sand and gravel unit in the 
upper part that was deposited as a valley train is generall~7 too thin 
for development of large-yield wells. The underlying fin~-grained 
lake deposits limit the development of wells in two ways: First, 
because their interstitial pore spaces are small, they transmit water 
slowly; second, the fine-grained1naterial does not stabilize and tends 
to be drawn into a well during pumping and also to clog the screen. 
However, wells Pv 5 and 33 (H6-4h) each yield1nore than 200 gpm 
frmn the proglacial deposits. Well Pv 24 yielded more thar 200 gpm 
from the proglacial deposits, but proved unsuccessful be)ause the 
water-bearing 1naterial would not stabilize and the well pumped sand. 
Near Hamlin Pond wells Pv 1 (H6-4h) and 2 penetrate the progla
cial deposits, but they 1nay be finished in underlying undifferentiated 
sand and gravel deposits. 

The records of wells Pv 53 ( 0.3 mile north of Hamlin Pond) and 
Pv 58 (1.7 mile southwest of the pond) indicate that the undifferen
tiated stratified deposits beneath thick proglacial deposits may have 
a good potential. Well Pv 58 penetrated a 4-foot-thick gravel zone 
at 118 feet; the zone yielded 240 gp1n. The gravel was cas€d off and 
the well finished in bedrock. Well Pv 53 was finished with an open
end casing in gravel underlying proglacial deposits at a depth of 240 
feet. The 1naxi1num yield possible from the gravel zone there is 
unknown. A sample obtained at 240 feet consists of pebbles as much 
as 2 inches in dia1neter and fine and medi urn sand. Other wells also 
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were reported .to have struck gravel beneath the ·progla~ia.l deposits.·
The undifferentiated stratified deposits are little used ·as sources of 
supply' and, generally' the few wells that penetrated them were 
planned as bedrock wells before drilling started. Mally of the test 
wells driven for the public supply systems were not de~p enough to 
penetrate these deposits. 
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